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SUMMARY 

 Congenital heart disease (CHD) affects 8 in 1000 live births and is the number one 

cause of birth defect-related deaths. Current treatment is surgical correction of the 

abnormality, but these surgeries are often only palliative and lead to right ventricular heart 

failure (RVHF). One promising avenue to restore the contractile function of the right 

ventricle is cardiac cell therapy. However, cell injection is hampered by low cell retention 

and survival following injection into the heart. Additionally, autologous cell therapy for 

CHD may suffer from patient-to-patient variability in cell efficacy. To combat these issues, 

therapeutic cells can be combined with biomaterials that serve as a delivery vehicle to 

enhance cell survival and modulate reparative paracrine release in vivo. The aim of this 

dissertation is to combine electrospun nanofibrous polycaprolactone (PCL) scaffolds and 

cardiac-derived c-Kit+ cell (CPCs) to create an epicardial cardiac patch. We investigate the 

effects of PCL fiber alignment and inclusion of extracellular matrix (ECM)-mimicking 

adhesion factors gelatin and fibronectin on CPCs from different donors and develop 

patient-specific cardiac patches capable of restoring RV function in a rat model of RVHF. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

 Congenital heart disease (CHD), which occurs at 8 out of every 1000 live births, is 

the most common group of congenital abnormalities and the leading cause of birth defect-

related death1–3. The current gold standard of treatment is surgical palliation of the defect 

to improve the function of the heart. However, surgery often leads to hemodynamic 

changes to the heart, which often can result in impaired right ventricular (RV) function and 

co-morbidities, with many patients requiring heart transplantation later in life4. Cell-based, 

regenerative therapies have emerged as an alternative strategy to treat RV dysfunction 

brought about by surgical palliation5–7. Previous studies have found cardiac-derived c-Kit+ 

cells (CPCs) to be a potential candidate for use in pediatric cardiac therapies8–11 due to their 

release of reparative paracrine effectors, including growth factors and exosomes12–14. One 

major drawback of autologous cell therapy is patient-to-patient variation in cell quality. 

There is also low cell retention in the host tissue following cell therapy, with only 0.1−10% 

of the injected cells being successfully grafted to the myocardium15–17. If paracrine therapy 

is to be sustained over longer periods of time, novel methods are needed to support cell 

retention while enabling function in a patient-specific manner.  

 In order to enhance cell retention and maximize reparative paracrine secretion, cells 

are often incorporated into supportive material scaffolds to form therapeutic cardiac 

patches18,19. Thus, the objective of this dissertation is to develop a cardiac patch capable of 

treating the diseased RV. We hypothesized that patches composed of electrospun 

polycaprolactone (PCL) nanofibers and pediatric patient-derived CPCs can improve 
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cardiac function in a rat model of RVHF. Further, we investigated the effects of fiber 

alignment and inclusion of gelatin and fibronectin in our PCL scaffolds and hypothesized 

that these changes will affect CPC reparative capacity in a patient-specific manner. We 

tested these hypotheses by accomplishing two different specific aims. 

1.2 Specific Aims 

Aim 1: To determine the CPC age-dependent effects and underlying mechanisms of PCL 

patch parameters on CPC behavior and reparative capacity.  

 PCL nanofibrous scaffolds were fabricated using electrospinning, and their 

mechanical properties were characterized using tensile testing, scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), and water droplet contact angle testing. CPCs isolated from neonatal 

and child patients were then initially cultured on either aligned or random electrospun PCL 

nanofibers for 7 days. CPCs were also cultured on random or aligned scaffolds that 

included gelatin, fibronectin, or both factors. CPC alignment and morphology on each 

patch was assessed after 7 days in culture. CPC metabolism was measured using an 

alamarBlue® assay at days 1, 3, and 7. To assess paracrine release from the patches, patch 

conditioned media was collected after 2, 3, 5, and 7 days in culture. Angiogenic and anti-

fibrotic potential of patch conditioned media collected after 2 and 5 days was measured. A 

Luminex® assay was then performed on patch conditioned media collected after 3 and 7 

days to identify reparative growth factors secreted from each patch. 

 We hypothesized that CPCs that are low in reparative capacity benefitted from 

culture on PCL patches with fibronectin (PCL + FN). To elucidate the mechanism of this 

benefit, partial least squares regression and linear regression modeling was used to identify 
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an integrin (αV) in CPCs whose binding to fibronectin on the patch surface led to improved 

CPC function. CPCs from four different donors (896, 903, 924, 956), one of which (patient 

956) was high in expression of αV integrin and low in reparative capacity, were then 

cultured on PCL and PCL + FN patches. Endothelial marker and cardiac transcription 

factor transcript expression was measured using RT-PCR for each CPC patient following 

3 days in culture on PCL and PCL + FN patches. The conditioned media from these 

different patches was also collected after 3 days, and the angiogenic and anti-fibrotic 

paracrine release from each patch was measured. To confirm that αV integrin expression 

was responsible for improved CPC performance on PCL + FN patches, αV integrin was 

knocked down in patient 956 CPCs on PCL + FN patches using siRNA transfection, and 

the same conditioned media experiments were performed. The αV integrin was also 

overexpressed in CPCs that had inherently low αV integrin expression (patient 896) using 

plasmid transfection, and CPC angiogenic and anti-fibrotic paracrine release on PCL + FN 

patches was again assessed. 

Aim 2: To determine if a PCL/CPC patch implanted onto a failing RV improves cardiac 

function. 

 Patches were implanted onto the epicardium of juvenile athymic rats with RVHF 

induced through pulmonary artery banding (PAB). Our first study used patches composed 

of pooled lines of neonatal or child CPCs and scaffolds made of only aligned or random 

PCL nanofibers. The next study used patches composed of PCL or PCL + FN scaffolds 

loaded with CPCs from patient 956. Control groups with animals receiving a sham PAB 

surgery, PAB animals receiving a sham patch surgery, PAB animals receiving a cell-only 

injection, and PAB animals receiving cell-free patches were also assessed. Animals 
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received treatment at 2 weeks post-PAB, and longitudinal echocardiographic 

measurements taken just before PAB surgery, and at 2, 4, and 6weeks post-PAB were used 

to assess functional improvement. At 4 weeks post-patch implantation, histological 

analysis to determine fibrosis, myocyte hypertrophy, and angiogenesis were performed. 

1.3 Significance  

 In Aim 1, we tested eight different formulations of electrospun PCL nanofibrous 

scaffolds as a potential delivery vehicle for neonatal and child CPCs. The preliminary 

results from this study informed our computational analysis later in Aim 1 that led to the 

discovery of αV integrin as a mediator of improved CPC function on PCL + FN patches. 

With this knowledge, we were able to design a cardiac patch with the proper biomaterial 

formulation, PCL + FN, and a suitable CPC donor, patient 956, that was be able to improve 

function following implantation onto the failing RV. This study is one of the few studies 

that, rather than focusing on the left ventricle, develops cardiac patches for treating RVHF, 

and, to our knowledge, is the first study that does so in a patient-cell-specific manner. The 

outcomes presented here set the stage for possible translation to larger animal models of 

RVHF and future clinical use. Additionally, the framework outlined in this work can be 

used to better design cardiac biomaterials for delivering autologous cell populations to treat 

ventricular failure. In total, this study uncovers new insights about mechanisms of pediatric 

cardiac cell therapy and develops a cardiac patch that can be used to treat RVHF like that 

seen in CHD patients. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Congenital Heart Disease 

 Congenital heart disease (CHD) is characterized by malformations of the heart at 

birth. CHD occurs in roughly 1% of all live births, making it the most common form of 

congenital disease20,21. Further, CHD is the leading cause of birth defect-related death21. 

However, due to surgical advances in recent years, CHD patients with both simple and 

complex forms of the disease have experienced improved outcomes and survival22,23. Still, 

CHD patients who receive care early in life may still experience complications associated 

with CHD later into adulthood, requiring further treatment and intervention24. In this 

section, we review common forms of CHD, current surgical methods of treatment and their 

associated outcomes, and the right ventricular heart failure (RVHF) that can occur in more 

complex forms of the disease. 

2.1.1 Common Forms of Congenital Heart Disease 

2.1.1.1 Septal Defects 

 Atrial (ASD) and ventricular (VSD) septal defects are the most common forms of 

CHD and occur when holes are present in the barrier (septum) separating the left and right 

sides of the hearts21,25. Together, ASDs and VSDs account for close to 40% of the CHD 

cases in the United States21. ASDs often result in left to right shunting of blood flow, 

leading to mixing of oxygenated and deoxygenated blood and, if left untreated, can lead to 

volume overload in the RV and right atrium (RA) as well as the pulmonary arteries25. 

Further, the volume and subsequent pressure overload in the right side of the heart can lead 
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to a septal shift towards the left ventricle (LV), leading to a D-shape geometry in the LV 

rather than the normal circular geometry26. These changes can lead to diminished LV filling 

and systemic output, which can lead to LV dysfunction if the defect is large enough27. 

Unrepaired ASDs can lead to increased risk of RVHF, stroke, and pulmonary 

hypertension28. VSDs, in contrast, do not lead to enlargement of the RV even though left 

to right shunting still occurs. VSDs in adults are often either not large enough to cause 

major complications or have been repaired earlier in life. As a result, the long-term 

prognoses of VSD patients are often very good with patients requiring little further 

intervention25,29. If septal defects require closure, surgery to close the hole by either a suture 

or a pericardial or synthetic patch is often performed30. When isolated ASDs are surgically 

treated before the age of 25, there is almost no difference in survival rate to control 

populations, with 98% surviving when the repair takes place when the patient is younger 

than 12 years-old and 93% surviving when the patient was operated on between 12 and 24 

years-old31. 

2.1.1.2 Patent Ductus Arteriosus 

 A patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) is a piece of vasculature that connects the aorta 

to the roof of the pulmonary artery (PA)32. It is the third most common form of CHD, 

accounting for 14% of all CHD cases21. The PDA is a fetal structure that normally closes 

spontaneously within the first few weeks of life after birth. However, if it remains attached 

to the PA, left-to-right shunting can occur leading to pulmonary overcirculation. The 

increased flow returning to the heart from the pulmonary circulation then results in 

enlargement of the LV and left atrium (LA) as well as increases in end-diastolic pressures 

in the left heart. The LV then compensates to the volume and pressure overload by 
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increasing stroke volume, which at times can lead to hypertrophy32. Even with this left-to-

right shunting in the PDA, patients with small shunts usually have normal long-term 

prognoses25. Patients with large enough shunts, though, may develop congestive heart 

failure, atrial arrythmias, and pulmonary hypertension25,33. For patients who require closure 

of the PDA, transcatheter closure is the preferred form of treatment. A catheter is advanced 

to the deliver a closure device to occlude the ductus and prevent flow. If transcatheter 

closure is not feasible, surgery is performed to ligate and close the PDA, restoring the 

normal path of circulation32.  

2.1.1.3 Tetralogy of Fallot 

 Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) is the most common complex form of CHD, accounting 

for 6-7% of all CHD cases21. TOF is a defect made up of 4 different abnormalities in the 

heart: RV outflow tract obstruction, a VSD, overriding of the aorta, and RV hypertrophy. 

RV outflow tract obstruction can be caused by thickening of muscle near the pulmonary 

valve as well as a stenotic or hypoplastic pulmonary valve, leading to reduced blood flow 

to the lungs. Overriding of the aorta refers to the fact that the aorta is positioned further to 

the right and directly over the VSD. The blood delivered to the systemic circulation is a 

combination of oxygenated and deoxygenated blood due to this combination of defects. 

Finally, the RV experiences hypertrophy to compensate for the increased pressure caused 

by obstruction of the RV outflow tract34. Other anatomical variants of TOF exist35, but to 

treat the most common form of TOF discussed here, surgery is performed at 3 – 6 months 

old. During this surgery, the VSD is closed with a patch to restore a normal path of 

circulation in the heart. The RV outflow tract obstruction is also repaired during surgery 

by removing thickened muscle below the pulmonary valve and either dilating or inserting 
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a transannular patch to repair the narrowed pulmonary valve34. Long-term outcomes for 

patients receiving surgery are excellent, but problems can arise due to pulmonary valve 

regurgitation caused by the implanted transannular patch. This may cause exercise 

intolerance, ventricular arrythmias, and increased risk of sudden death36,37. In adulthood, 

chronic pulmonary regurgitation may lead to RV dilation and subsequent RV failure. As a 

preventative measure, the pulmonary valve may be replaced with a tissue valve to restore 

normal valve function and stop the progression of RV dilation34. 

2.1.1.4 Hypoplastic Left Heart Syndrome 

 Despite accounting for only 2% of CHD cases, hypoplastic left heart syndrome 

(HLHS) is responsible for 23% and 15% of cardiac deaths during the first week and first 

month of life, respecitvely38. In HLHS, the left side of the heart is unable to support the 

systemic circulation, and as is true with TOF, several phenotypic variants of HLHS exist39. 

The most common form of HLHS, though, typically is a combination of four different 

defects: an underdeveloped LV with a thickening of the LV myocardium and small cavity 

size, a PDA, an ASD, and an underdeveloped aorta40,41. Because of the present of the PDA 

and the ASD, pulmonary and systemic return mix in the heart and then can be pumped out 

of the heart by the RV. However, if left untreated, the PDA will close soon after birth, and 

the dysfunctional LV will not be able to provide sufficient force to drive systemic 

circulation40.  

 In this typical case, a three-stage surgical palliation is typically performed to reroute 

circulatory pathways. In the first step that is performed shortly after birth, the Norwood 

procedure, the remaining atrial septum is removed to allow complete flow of venous return 
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to the RV. The aorta is also reconstructed and a shunt from this newly constructed aorta to 

the pulmonary artery is implanted so that the RV ejects into the systemic circulation42. In 

stage two, performed at 4-6 months of age, the shunt constructed during the Norwood 

procedure is replaced with the so-called bidirectional Glenn shunt that connects the 

superior vena cava to the branch pulmonary arteries43. The Glenn shunt directs systemic 

venous return from the superior vena cava directly to the lungs, bypassing the heart. In the 

third and final stage, the Fontan procedure, the inferior vena cava is connected to the 

pulmonary arteries, leading to total bypass of the returning systemic circulation from the 

heart44. Following the Fontan procedure, the RV is now the sole pumping source for the 

entire body, pumping blood directly to the systemic circulation which is completely 

connected in series to the lungs. 

 Survival following the Fontan procedure is between 63% and 74% during the first 

year of life, and those children that survive to one year of life have a long-term survival of 

close to 90%45. However, several complications and comorbidities are often present later 

in life for Fontan patients. In one longitudinal study of Fontan patients, about 40% of them 

had heart failure at 15.7 years following surgery46. Further, hepatic dysfunction is almost 

universal in Fontan patients due to higher venous pressure and hypoxic tissue from 

decreased cardiac output47. In one multicenter study, 94% of Fontan patients had at least 

one abnormal liver-related finding with 99% having sinusoidal dilation48. Other 

comorbidities that have been observed in Fontan patients are arrythmias49, pulmonary 

hypertension50, plastic bronchitis51, protein losing enteropathy52, and thromboembolic 

events53.  

2.1.2 Right Ventricular Heart Failure in Congenital Heart Disease 
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2.1.2.1 Physiological Changes in RVHF 

 In contrast to the ellipsoidal LV, the RV has a complex shape that appears triangular 

from a side view and crescent-shaped from a cross sectional view54. Despite having about 

one sixth of the mass of the LV, the RV has a stroke volume nearly equal to that of the 

LV55. Under normal hemodynamic conditions, the RV is exposed to much lower 

impedance and pressures than the LV due to the lower resistance of the pulmonary 

circulation56. However, hemodynamic changes induced by anatomical changes from either 

surgery or CHD itself results in abnormal loading on the RV. Volume overload occurs 

often in CHDs with significant left-to-right shunting, such as ASDs, and when pulmonary 

valve regurgitation is present like following repair of TOF57. Increased pressure loading in 

patients with conditions such as pulmonary valve stenosis or RV outflow tract obstruction 

can also contribute to the development of RVHF. Further, arrythmias and dyssynchrony 

between electrical propagation and subsequent mechanical contraction is present in many 

forms of CHD. In conditions such as HLHS and corrected transposition of the great 

arteries, a systemic RV is responsible for all cardiac output and as a result may undergo a 

combination of these different hemodynamic changes58.  

2.1.2.2 Cellular Mechanisms of RVHF 

 The hemodynamic changes discussed above lead to RV remodeling and several 

changes at the cellular level that can result in the development of RVHF. Major metabolic 

changes occur in the RV in response to both pressure and volume overload. In response to 

these overloads, a metabolic switch occurs in the RV in which glucose metabolism 

becomes the preferred source of ATP generation rather than fatty acid metabolism that is 
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used preferentially under normal conditions59. While fatty acid metabolism yields more 

ATP, glucose metabolism requires less oxygen, making it favorable when metabolic 

demand is high and myocardial hypertrophy occurs59,60. Although effective in the short 

term, dependency on glucose metabolism in the long term is not sufficient to meet the 

energy demands of the RV, leading to energy starvation and contributing to RVHF61. 

 In addition to metabolic changes, other maladaptive responses occur in response to 

abnormal loading in the RV. For example, ischemia can develop in response to stress more 

readily in the RV than LV. In pulmonary artery band (PAB) models of RV pressure 

overload, there is a marked decrease in both VEGF and no increase in capillary density to 

compensate for the hypertrophy of the RV62,63. The resulting decrease in coronary 

prefusion in the RV exacerbates ischemic conditions leading to the metabolic shift to 

glycolysis discussed above and the subsequent cascade of energy starvation and eventual 

RVHF64. The RV may also experience neurohormonal dysfunction in adrenergic receptors 

and in the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, the latter of which can lead to myocardial 

fibroblast stimulation and subsequent increases in myocardial fibrosis65,66. Other 

maladaptive responses to abnormal loading in the RV include adverse electrical 

remodeling, production of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species without increases in 

antioxidants in response to oxidative stress, and changes in microRNA expression 

(miRNA) that exacerbate many of the processes described here65. The combination of these 

dysfunctional changes makes RVHF in CHD a complex process that is difficult to treat. 

There is therefore a need for alternatives to conventional therapies that can address the 

underlying mechanisms of RVHF and improve RV function. 

2.2 Cell Sources for Cardiac Cell Therapy and Cardiac Patches 
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One promising avenue to help treat RVHF is the use of cell therapy, administered 

by injection or cardiac biomaterials. Many of these strategies have been investigated for 

treating LV dysfunction brought about ischemic events such as myocardial infarction (MI) 

but may also be applied to treat the failing RV. It is estimated that cardiomyocyte (CM) 

turnover in the human heart is only about 0.5% to 2%67. Although this rate may increase 

following injury68, endogenous CM renewal is not sufficient to restore contractile function 

after a major cardiac event such as MI. Cells from many different sources have been 

investigated to both replace lost CMs in the native heart as well as to galvanize 

cardioprotective events through paracrine signaling following their implantation69. Cell 

sources used in cardiac cell therapy include skeletal myoblasts, bone marrow-derived cells, 

mesenchymal stem cells, embryonic stem cells, induced pluripotent stem cells, and cardiac 

stem cells70,71. In this section, we review previous work that has utilized these different cell 

sources to treat the failing heart and highlight important preclinical and clinical findings. 

2.2.1 Skeletal Myoblasts 

The first clinical study investigating cell therapy for myocardial repair was 

published in 2001 by Menasché et al. The authors delivered autologous skeletal myoblasts 

(SkMBs) to a MI patient. Several SkMB injections were administered in and around sites 

of necrosis on the LV wall, and the patient’s contractile function improved upon a 5-month 

follow-up72. The same group performed a much larger clinical trial in MI patients, The 

Myoblast Autologous Grafting in Ischemic Cardiomyopathy Trial, in 2011, but found that 

SkMB injection showed no improvement in cardiac function compared to a placebo control 

injection. Additionally, a greater number of arrythmias were reported in patients receiving 

SkMB patients 73. Further pre-clinical research investigating SkMBs’ potential as a 
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therapeutic cell type for myocardial repair has focused on ex vivo engineering of SkMBs 

to prevent arrhythmic events upon implantation and to improve their reparative paracrine 

signal secretion. SkMBs do not naturally express the gap junction protein connexin 43 that 

CMs use to propagate electrical signals through the myocardium. Therefore, several studies 

have investigated overexpressing connexin 43 in SkMBs to enhance electrical coupling 

and engraftment to host CMs. These studies have shown that this strategy leads to 

attenuation of arrythmias and improvement in ventricular function following treatment 

with connexin-43-overexpressing SkMBs74–76. SkMBs have also been used in tissue 

engineered constructs to produce functional tissue and production sources of reparative 

paracrine signals. Both Blumenthal et al and Siepe et al used polyurethane-based scaffolds 

seeded with SkMBs as a cardiac patch that was implanted onto the epicardium of MI animal 

models. Further, the SkMBs used in these constructs overexpressed the pro-survival gene 

AKT1. Implantation of these patches led to increased angiogenesis and reductions in infarct 

size77,78. Recently, scaffold-free SkMB cell sheets have been shown in clinical trials to 

decrease arrythmias, improve LV injection fraction, and increase angiogenesis in ischemic 

and dilated cardiomyopathy79,80. The results from these studies suggest that the use of 

SkMB cell sheets and SkMB-based tissue-engineered patches may circumvent some of the 

safety and efficacy issues that plagued earlier injection-based trials and may make them 

more successful in larger clinical studies.  

2.2.2 Bone Marrow-derived Cells 

Bone marrow-derived mononuclear cells (BMMNCs) are a heterogeneous group of 

cells composed of several cell types including hematopoietic progenitor cells, bone marrow 

mesenchymal cells, and monocytes81. They have been studied extensively as a candidate 
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to regenerate and repair the damaged myocardium and, to date, are the cell type most used 

in cardiac cell therapy clinical trials. The first clinical application of BMMNCs took place 

in 2001, when Strauer et al. delivered BMMNCs to an acute MI patient via intracoronary 

injection. At follow-up ten weeks later, the patient had a reduced infarct area and improved 

cardiac function82. This study set the stage for several other clinical trials that later used 

BMMNCs to treat acute MI, including the BOOST83 and TIME84 trials, and subsequent 

follow-ups to these trials, BOOST-285 and LateTIME 86. Additionally, BMMNCs have 

been used in clinical trials to restore myocardial function in other cardiac disorders 

including ischemic cardiomyopathy87–91 and dilated cardiomyopathy92–95 along with others 

focused on addressing acute MI similar to the BOOST and TIME trials96. Although many 

of these studies report modest improvement in LV function following BMMNC injection 

in certain areas, these results have not often translated to improvement in clinically 

meaningful outcomes97. Because of this, other research efforts have been driven toward 

modifying BMMNC therapy through enhanced delivery methods. One previous study by 

Lin et al used self-assembling peptide nanofibers to increase BMMNC retention following 

injection and showed improved systolic and diastolic function in pig models of MI98. 

BMMNC populations have also been enriched by sorting cells for the stem cell marker c-

Kit, and this enriched cell population has been modified via tissue and genetic engineering 

methods to enhance the bone marrow-derived c-Kit+ cells’ efficacy99,100.  

2.2.3 Mesenchymal Stem Cells 

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are multipotent fibroblast-like cells have the 

ability to differentiate into osteoblasts, adipocytes, and chondroblasts101. MSCs can be 

derived from many different organ and tissue sources in the body, but the most common 
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sources are bone marrow and adipose tissue. They are an attractive cell source due to their 

immunoprivileged nature, as they lack major histone compatibility complex class II 

markers and due to their many pro-reparative functions including attenuating fibrosis, 

enhancing angiogenesis, and kickstarting endogenous cardiac repair mechanisms102. 

Because MSCs have limited retention at target sites when injected103, these functional 

improvements are often attributed to the secretion of paracrine effectors104.  

MSCs are the most commonly used cell type in preclinical cardiac tissue 

engineering studies, and several clinical trials have been conducted investigating MSCs as 

a feasible and efficacious cell source for cardiac cell therapy70. The POSEIDON trial 

conducted by Hare et al. compared the use of allogenic and autologous MSCs as a therapy 

for ischemic cardiomyopathy. The authors injected MSCs transendocardially at three 

different doses: 20 million, 100 million, or 200 million cells. They found that both 

autologous and allogenic MSCs significantly reduced infarct size and that the lowest dose, 

20 million cells, led to the greatest reduction in LV volume and increase in ejection 

fraction105. MSCs have also been used in combination with other cell types including 

BMMNCs and cardiac progenitor cells in preclinical and clinical studies91,106,107. MSCs 

may be able to enhance the proliferation and cardiac reparative capacity of these cell types, 

while also improving therapy through immunomodulation. Other preclinical work has used 

computational modeling to better understand MSCs’ ability to couple to host myocardium 

and to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of MSC paracrine secretion that leads to 

functional benefit108,109. MSCs have been used extensively in combination with 

biomaterials for cardiac tissue engineering applications, and several of these studies will 

be discussed later in this chapter. 
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2.2.4 Embryonic Stem Cells 

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are stem cells isolated from the inner cell mass of an 

embryo and can give rise to any cell type in the body, excluding those in placental tissue110. 

ESCs have been used both in their undifferentiated, pluripotent state as well as 

differentiated into many different cell types for cardiac cell therapy and tissue engineering 

purposes. Kofidis et al combined undifferentiated mouse ESCs with Matrigel and injected 

this mixture into a mouse infarct model. Injected ESCs formed colonies in the infarcted 

area, showed expression of connexin 43 at contact sites with host cells, and improved 

fractional shortening111. Although in this study no teratoma formation was observed, the 

tumorgenicity of undifferentiated ESCs, along with ethical issues, immunogenicity, and 

scaling up of ESC isolation and production, remains a major concern for their clinical 

translation112.  

To bypass some of these issues as well as produce more cardiac-like cells, ESCs 

are often differentiated to cardiac progenitors, CMs, and endothelial cells (ECs). A fibrin 

patch embedded with ESC-derived SSEA1+ progenitor cells was shown to increase ejection 

fraction and angiogenesis when implanted onto infarcted rat hearts113. This same group has 

also scaled up the use of their ESC-derived progenitor/fibrin patches and showed them to 

be feasible and safe for treatment of ischemic LV dysfunction in six human patients114. 

Stem cell-derived CMs have been a highly investigated topic of cardiac cell therapy, and 

many studies have shown their efficacy in both rodent and non-human primate models115–

118. ESC-derived ECs and CMs have been used together with one another to form 

vascularized cardiac muscle, illustrating the versatility and flexibility of ESCs as a cell 

source119. Ongoing research focuses on further maturation of ESC-CMs so that they more 
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closely mimic the mechanical properties of natural CMs in vivo. A variety of methods 

including modulating substrate stiffness120, electrical stimulation121, and delivering 

biochemical cues122 are currently being explored to increase ESC-CM maturation. 

2.2.5 Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells 

The Yamanaka laboratory first demonstrated the creation of induced pluripotent 

stem cells (iPSCs) in 2007. The authors of this study retrovirally transduced human dermal 

fibroblasts with four key transcription factors: Oct3/4, Sox2, c-Myc, and Klf4. These 

“Yamanaka factors” converted human dermal fibroblasts into pluripotent stem cells with 

similar characteristics, including gene expression and morphology, to ESCs123. This 

landmark work set the stage for the use of iPSCs throughout the field of regenerative 

medicine, including cardiac tissue engineering. Because iPSCs are patient-derived from 

adult fibroblasts, they circumvent the immunogenic and ethical concerns associated with 

the use of ESCs, while still providing the versatility of a pluripotent cell source.  

iPSCs have a similar differentiation potential to ESCs124 and have been 

differentiated to a variety of different cardiac cells for use in cell therapy. Ye et al 

differentiated iPSCs into ECs, CMs, and smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and implanted this 

tri-lineage combination with a fibrin patch into a porcine model of MI. The iPSC-derived 

CMs integrated into the host myocardium, while the ECs and SMCs contributed to 

endogenous vessels, leading to improvements in LV function125. This same group later 

reported a similar tri-lineage cell patch approach with larger, more clinically relevant 

dimensions and more advanced maturation of iPSC-CMs through dynamic culture on a 

rocking platform126. Other studies have shown improvements in iPSC-CM therapy and 
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maturation using anisotropic scaffolds127, naturally-derived extracellular matrix (ECM)-

based materials128,129, and 3D spheroid aggregation130. Recently, an innovative study by 

Wang et al delivered a cardiac patch with shape-memory properties composed of 

methacrylated elastin and gelatin and carbon nanotubes seeded with iPSC-CMs to minipigs 

through catheter injection. The patches were rolled up into a catheter and delivered to the 

infracted myocardium, where it recovered its shape after injection and improved LV 

fractional shortening and ejection fraction131. Additionally, the first in-man clinical study 

of an iPSC-CM cell sheet for treatment of ischemic cardiomyopathy began recently at 

Osaka University in Japan (jRCT2053190081). Despite their promise, issues with iPSCs, 

including partial reprogramming that can lead to genetic and epigenetic changes, remain a 

challenge for clinical translation, and are being addressed by ongoing research132. 

2.2.6 Resident Cardiac Cells and the Cardiac Stem Cell Controversy 

 The first population of cardiac-derived cells that were deemed cardiac “stem” cells 

was discovered in 2003 when cells marked by the tyrosine kinase c-Kit were isolated from 

the adult mammalian heart. These cells were shown to be clonogenic, self-renewing, and 

multipotent with the ability to differentiate into CMs, ECs, and SMCs133. This discovery 

helped launch SCIPIO, a Phase I clinical trial, which was the first in-human clinical trial 

using autologous cardiac-derived c-Kit+ cells (CPCs). The CPCs were used to treat patients 

with ischemic cardiomyopathy undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting. Results from 

the trial showed encouraging outcomes including an increase in LV ejection fraction and a 

decrease in infarct size134,135. However, the true nature of these cells’ role in cardiac biology 

and their contribution to the functional cardiomyocyte population in vivo has been hotly 

debated and shown to be very minimal136–142. This skepticism eventually led to an 
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investigation by Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital into Piero 

Anversa’s laboratory. Anversa’s lab was where the original work on CPCs was published 

and was also one of the groups involved in the SCIPIO trial. The investigation revealed 

that falsified and/or fabricated data was used in much of the work that pioneered the use of 

CPCs143. Ultimately, the institutions called for the retractions of 31 publications produced 

by Anversa’s group including the results of the SCIPIO trial, which was eventually 

retracted by The Lancet144. Despite the sullied reputation of CPCs, their ability to provide 

therapeutic benefit in CHD patients has been shown in both preclinical and clinical studies, 

and these data will be discussed in a later section.  

 Several other resident cardiac cell populations and their ability to heal the 

myocardium have also been studied, including cardiosphere-derived cells (CDCs), stem 

cell antigen-1+ cells, and Islet-1+ cells145. CADUCEUS, a Phase I clinical trial, employed 

CDCs to treat patients 2 to 4 weeks following an MI. Although initial results showed no 

changes in LV ejection fraction with CDC therapy, CDC treatment did lead to a decrease 

in infarct size and an increase in viable myocardium146. As is true with other cell therapy, 

the functional benefit provided by resident cardiac cells is thought to be due largely to 

paracrine factor secretion. Therefore, current research has employed computational 

methods to elucidate the paracrine factors most important for cardiac repair12–14. Other 

arms of resident cardiac cell research have focused on ex vivo conditioning through hypoxic 

growth conditions13, genetic manipulation148, and combinatorial cell therapy107,149. 

2.3 Material Considerations for Cardiac Patches 
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While a sufficiently therapeutic cell source is vitally important to the success of 

cardiac tissue engineering strategies, a biomaterial that can effectively act as a carrier of 

this therapeutic cell source is equally essential. Further, cell-free materials that bolster the 

function of endogenous cells and tissue may be a similarly effective option to cell-laden 

patches. Because of this, research uncovering the optimal parameters of a biomaterial’s 

formulation as well as the most therapeutic combination of material and cell source is 

paramount for advancing cardiac tissue engineering.  

2.3.1 Material Sources 

2.3.1.1 Natural Materials 

Natural biomaterials are those derived from naturally occurring, biological sources, 

giving them many advantages for their use in cardiac tissue engineering. Most notably, 

because these materials are derived from in vivo sources, they retain much of the 

microenvironmental architecture cells experience in native tissue. Cues from this 

biomimetic microenvironment can help improve stem cell maturation and therapeutic 

function. Additionally, natural materials often have superior biocompatibility, allowing 

them to avoid immune reaction and thrombosis once implanted. Natural materials that have 

been used in cardiac tissue engineering applications include collagen, chitosan, fibrin, 

alginate, Matrigel, hyaluronic acid, gelatin, and decellularized ECM150,151. Decellularized 

ECM has been derived previously from both cardiac sources, including the myocardium152–

154 and pericardium155–158, as well as from non-cardiac sources, including small intestinal 

submucosa (SIS)159,160 and urinary bladder matrix161,162. Cardiac decellularized matrix was 

first harvested by Ott et al in 2008 when the authors delivered detergents including PBS, 
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SDS, and Triton X-100 through coronary perfusion to rat cadaveric hearts. This process 

eliminated virtually all cellular contents in each heart but retained ECM content such as 

collagens I and III, laminin, and fibronectin and maintained ECM fiber composition and 

architecture. Further, the researchers were able to repopulate the decellularized hearts with 

neonatal cardiac rat cells and produced hearts that displayed expected electrical and 

contractile responses to electrical stimulation163. The Christman group then expanded upon 

this decellularization principle and used it to process soluble porcine myocardial ECM 

(VentriGel) that gelled at 37°C, allowing the ECM to be used as an injectable material to 

treat early and late MI patients in a recent clinical trial164,165.  

Although decellularized ECM and other natural materials confer better mimicry of 

the native cell microenvironment, use of these materials still often faces the challenge of 

being too mechanically weak to successfully function as a cardiac patch. The human 

myocardium can range in stiffness from 20 kPa (end of diastole) to 500 kPa (end of 

systole), while many natural materials have stiffnesses in the tens of Pa range150. Moreover, 

batch-to-batch variation of natural materials is largely dependent on variations in material 

sources. Engineering natural materials to more closely mimic in vivo stiffnesses and 

creating consistent material processing practices are needed to continue to push these 

materials towards clinical use. 

2.3.1.2 Synthetic Materials 

While natural materials often provide a ready-made cell microenvironment that 

closely mimics that seen in vivo, synthetic materials offer modular building blocks that can 

be combined in myriad ways to create scaffolds with more clearly defined physical and 
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mechanical properties. Additionally, use of synthetic materials allows for more 

reproducible fabrication processes and often have enough mechanical strength for 

implantation as a patch. Synthetic materials commonly used in cardiac tissue engineering 

include polycaprolactone (PCL), poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS), polyurethane, poly-(L-

lactic) acid, and poly(lactic‐co‐glycolic) (PLGA) acid, among several others150,166. PCL 

has been used in combination with neonatal rat CMs to form cardiac grafts where CM 

beating was maintained, cell-to-cell contact occurred, and cardiac specific markers such as 

connexin 43, cardiac troponin I, and α-myosin heavy chain were expressed167,168. PCL has 

also been combined with other co-polymers, including those from synthetic sources like 

carbon nanotubes169 and PGS170 and from natural sources such as chitosan171 and gelatin172, 

to form more complex constructs. PGS is another particularly attractive synthetic polymer 

due its elastic nature, making it ideal for mimicking the mechanically dynamic environment 

of contracting CMs. Additionally, mechanical characterization of PGS scaffolds has shown 

its Young’s modulus to more closely mimic that of native myocardium compared to several 

other synthetic polymers173. PGS has also been shown to provide a viable environment for 

a variety of cells including fibroblasts and ESC-CMs174.  

While synthetic materials offer many benefits for cardiac tissue engineering, there 

are also problems with their use that still need to be solved. Synthetic materials provide a 

great deal of mechanical support, but this often means that their stiffnesses can be orders 

of magnitude greater than that seen in the native myocardium. This may cause a mechanical 

mismatch with the heart upon implantation and could induce additional burden on the 

pumping function of the heart. Additionally, due to many of these materials’ bioinert 

nature, they may not be able to fully propagate electrical signals to the heart and could 
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cause arrythmias when implanted. Continuing research into properly tuning the properties 

of synthetic polymers and co-polymers is needed to address these issues.  

2.3.2 Material Fabrication Techniques 

2.3.2.1 3D Bioprinting 

Several different techniques for fabricating biomaterials exist, and each technique 

can significantly impact material properties. 3D bioprinting, one such technique, is the 

process of depositing sequential layers of biological materials (often a biomaterial/cell 

mixture) on top of one another to form 3D structures. Utilizing this technique allows for 

precise control of cardiac patch geometry and modulation of properties such as strand 

diameter and pore size175. Further, one major issue with cardiac patches is delivery of a 

clinically relevant number of cells. Patches may suffer from either low proliferation of cells 

or insufficient oxygen and nutrient delivery to cells within the patch, leading to a high 

degree of cell death. 3D printing allows for the creation of complex porous networks that 

permit efficient nutrient delivery, and ensures a uniform distribution of cells throughout 

the patch176.  

3D printing has been used with many combinations of materials and different cell 

types, often termed “bioinks”, for cardiac applications. Gao et al recently printed a 

methacrylated gelatin-based patch with CMs, SMCs, and ECs, all differentiated from 

iPSCs. To precisely control the architecture of their patch, the authors used multiphoton-

excited 3D printing and mapped the blueprint for the printed scaffold to the distribution of 

fibronectin within the mouse myocardium. This technique produced printing with a 

resolution of <1 µm, giving a highly accurate approximation of native ECM structure. 
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Following printing and seeding with the three cell types, the patch beat synchronously after 

just 1 day and improved cardiac function, infarct size, and vessel formation when implanted 

into a mouse model of MI177. Another recent study used 3D printing to print gelatin 

microchannels to improve MSC differentiation and CM alignment and beat synchronicity. 

MSCs aligned and elongated at a higher rate in microchannel constructs than unpatterned 

constructs, leading to a higher expression of cardiac specific proteins. CMs also showed 

more pronounced alignment and display synchronous beating on microchannels178. These 

studies highlight the ability of 3D bioprinting to produce complex and highly defined 

architectures to influence cell behavior and function. 

2.3.2.2 Electrospinning 

Electrospinning is another fabrication process that has garnered a great deal of 

attention recently in cardiac tissue engineering. During scaffold fabrication, a high voltage 

(~1 – 30 kV) is applied to the needle of a syringe containing a polymer of choice. As the 

polymer is extruded out of the needle, the electrostatic force at the surface of the polymer 

droplet and the Coulombic force from the surrounding electric field overcome the surface 

tension of the droplet, leading to the formation of a polymer jet that is deposited onto a 

grounded collector179. Electrospinning produces polymer patches with nanoscale fibers and 

high porosity, mimicking the fiber composition of native ECM and allowing for efficient 

nutrient diffusion throughout the patch180. Additionally, electrospinning is a highly 

reproducible, tunable, and cost-effective process. Electrospinning was first used in cardiac 

tissue engineering by Shin et al to create PCL patches seeded with neonatal rat CMs168. 

Since this initial study, electrospinning has been used expansively with both natural and 

synthetic materials for cardiac applications181. Notably, electrospinning has been employed 
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to create patches with highly aligned fibers to align cells, more closely mimicking CM 

morphology and spatial organization in the myocardium. For example, neonatal rat CMs 

seeded on aligned PGS/gelatin electrospun patches showed greater anisotropic sarcomere 

formation and synchronized beating compared to random patches182. Electrospun scaffolds 

are also easily modifiable with other components to improve cell attachment, survival, and 

reparative function. These components include gold nanoparticles183–185, growth factors 

such as VEGF 186,187, and ECM proteins such as fibronectin188,189 and laminin190. 

2.3.2.3 Engineered Heart Tissues 

 While 3D bioprinting and electrospinning precisely control material architecture to 

mimic in vivo tissue, creating engineered heart tissues (EHTs) capitalizes on cells’ inherent 

ability to self-assemble and form tissue. The first EHT was created by Eschenhagen et al. 

in 1997 when CMs from chick embryos were blended with a collagen matrix and seeded 

between two Velcro-coated glass tubes. The EHT that formed was able to beat in response 

to electrical pacing and increased contractile strength with increased pacing frequency191. 

Since this initial work, EHTs have been produced in a variety of geometries with an 

abundance of different cell types. For instance, one study generated EHTs from a 

combination of Matrigel and a mixed population of cardiac cells including CMs, 

fibroblasts, ECs, and SMCs. These EHTs were then formed into many different shapes 

including stars, horizontal tubules, a mesh network, and a “rope” structure192. EHTs have 

also been investigated as a therapy for chronic MI. Loop-shaped EHTs formed from ESC-

CMs and collagen I matrix were mechanically stretched and implanted into a rat model of 

MI. The EHTs showed high engraftment rates and significantly improved the ejection 

fraction of rat hearts193. More recently, a square patch EHT generated from neonatal rat 
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ventricular cells and a gel mixture of thrombin, fibrinogen, and Matrigel was formed using 

a large (18 mm X 18mm) PDMS mold. The patches were epicardial implanted onto rat 

ventricles and electrically coupled to healthy host myocardium without altering any 

electrophysiology of the heart194. Because it is very difficult to couple EHT patches to 

unexcitable, damaged myocardium, ongoing research will continue to work towards more 

effectively forming effective cell-cell contacts between patch and native cells to allow for 

more functional integration of patches into hearts.  

2.3.2.4 Hydrogels 

 Hydrogels are water-insoluble polymers that are formed through crosslinking of 

synthetic and/or natural precursor polymers. These gels are often at liquid phase in vitro 

but, following injection to a site in vivo, will gel and can help replace damaged ECM and 

deliver therapeutic cells195. Hydrogels used in cardiac tissue engineering have been both in 

cell-free and cell-laden forms. Cell-free alginate hydrogels were implanted into rat MI 

models and were shown to replace up to 50% of the scar tissue area. Additionally, alginate 

gel injection attenuated LV dysfunction and achieved similarly therapeutic outcomes to 

neonatal rat CM injection196. Another acellular approach used a cell-free collagen I patch 

and found that when implanted, the collagen patch attenuated remodeling and fibrosis and 

enhanced angiogenesis in infarcted LVs197. Hydrogels have also been utilized to facilitate 

differentiation of stem cells into more mature cardiac phenotypes through methods such as 

cellular aggregation198 and incorporation of important signaling molecules such as 

Notch1199. Continuing research focuses on finding the right combination of cells and 

hydrogel polymer and introducing components to hydrogels to modulate their mechanical 

and bioactive properties. 
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2.4 Current Outlook for Cardiac Patches 

2.4.1 Strategies for Advanced Cardiac Maturation 

 While maturation of cells on cardiac patch constructs has improved greatly over the 

years, more techniques to further advance this maturation are needed to produce true-to-

form CMs in vitro. Research has focused on primarily on subjecting immature pluripotent 

cell-derived or primary CMs to similar physical forces native CMs experience in the 

myocardium, namely mechanical strain and electrical stimulation. This phenomenon has 

also been seen in neonatal rat CMs, where electrical stimulation induced calcium handling 

once again and increased CMs’ expression of cardiac differentiation markers, 

independently of contractile effects121. While both of these maturation techniques can have 

profound effects on their own, they are often used in combination with one another200 and 

with other techniques, including perfusion culture201 and cellular coculture with cell types 

such as ECs and fibroblasts202.  

 Importantly, these techniques not only induce increased maturation and cardiac 

differentiation, but also confer enhanced cardiac benefit in vivo. Tissues engineered from 

hESC-CMs and ECs and pre-conditioned with mechanical stress showed increased 

engraftment into the hearts of athymic rats202. A similar patch using the elastic polymer 

poly(lactide-co-caprolactone) and hESC-CMs preconditioned with cyclic strain attenuated 

fibrosis in a rat infarct model203. Following mechanical preconditioning, SkMBs were also 

shown to electrically couple to host myocardium upon implantation and expressed the 

cardiac-specific gap junction protein connexin 43204. More recently, Ronaldson-Bouchard 

et al achieved the greatest degree of maturation in engineered cardiac tissue to date using 
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iPSC-CMs and physical conditioning with increasing intensity. Specifically, tissues 

formed from early iPSC-CMs, just after the cells began to beat, were subjected to electrical 

stimulation from 2 Hz to 6 Hz, with the stimulation increasing 0.33 Hz each day. Following 

4 weeks of stimulation, the engineered tissues showed sarcomere length and mitochondria 

density at physiological levels, had formed transverse-tubules, and had functional calcium 

handling205. Continuing optimization of electrical and mechanical stimulation techniques 

and fabrication of complex bioreactors combing these techniques may be needed to more 

effectively mature stem cell-derived CMs and tissue-engineered grafts. 

2.4.2 Cell-free Products 

 While cell therapy has been shown to provide functional benefit in the injured heart, 

exogenous cell engraftment into host myocardium is very low70. These observations have 

led researchers to believe that the benefit exhibited following cell therapy must be 

attributable to paracrine mechanisms from implanted cells, prior to the cells being washed 

away from the site of injection. Therefore, a recent push has been made to both define the 

secretory factors responsible for cardiac improvement and to use these reparative factors 

as their own therapy, separate from the cells that produce them. Informatics and systems 

biology methods have proved to be powerful tools for elucidating the functional units of 

many different cell types. Sharma et al used informatics techniques to identify upregulated 

growth factors and signaling pathways in the secretome of CPCs from adult and neonatal 

patients. Using this analysis, the authors were able to pinpoint heat shock factor 1 (HSF1) 

as a crucial regulator of the secretome of CPCs and demonstrated that knockdown of HSF1 

led to decreased secretion of important pro-reparative factors such as VEGF, ANG1, and 

SDF112.  
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 While growth factors certainly play an important role in the reparative secretome, 

other research has focused on characterization of another important player in the 

secretome: exosomes. Exosomes are small (30-120 nm in diameter) extracellular vesicles 

that form within larger multivesicular bodies and release from the cell upon fusion with the 

cell membrane. Exosomes can contain proteins, lipids, RNA, and/or DNA, and it is this 

cargo that can provide reparative effects to the heart206. The Cheng laboratory has 

developed innovative methods to deliver exosomes to treat MI, including injection in a 

hyaluronic acid hydrogel into the pericardial cavity207 and an exosome “spray” composed 

of thrombin and fibrinogen208. It has also been shown that one of the most important pieces 

of exosomal cargo, miRNAs, can alone improve heart function. A recent study identified 

miR-21-5p as the functional miRNA of the MSC secretome and showed that delivery of 

miR-21-5p alone was enough to increase expression of calcium handling genes and, 

consequently, contractility in EHTs209. To avoid the issues with implantation of cells, other 

cell-free delivery methods have been explored to deliver reparative secretome products. In 

one study, the complete secretome from adipose-derived stem cells was loaded into a 

gelatin and Laponite® hydrogel and injected into a rat acute MI model and shown to reduce 

scar area, increase angiogenesis, and improve several cardiac functional parameters210. 

Another innovative method to deliver therapeutic secretome components are the use of 

“synthetic stem cells”, a method created by Tang et al. Synthetic stem cells are PLGA 

microparticles loaded with stem cell conditioned media and coated with stem cell 

membranes. They have been fabricated using the secretomes and membranes from both 

MSCs and CDCs, and both sets of synthetic stem cells have been shown to repair the heart 

in mouse models of MI211,212. The same group has further developed this technology by 
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combining their synthetic stem cells with decellularized ECM to create an “off-the-shelf” 

cardiac patch213. Future work on cell-free products will continue to identify the functional 

units of different therapeutic cells’ secretomes and will work to find efficient ways to 

deliver and scale up the production of these factors. 

2.5 Cardiac Cell Therapy and Cardiac Patches for Congenital Heart Disease 

 The bulk of cardiac cell therapy research that has been conducted and that has been 

discussed in this dissertation thus far has focused on treating ischemic conditions in the 

LV, specifically MI. However, while many of the therapies developed through this research 

may also be applicable to the RV, there remains a need to conduct studies to measure 

specifically the efficacy of cell therapy and cardiac patches in treating RVHF brought on 

by CHD. In this section, we review preclinical and clinical studies of cardiac cell therapy 

and tissue engineered approaches for treating RVHF in CHD. 

2.5.1 Preclinical Studies 

2.5.1.1 c-Kit+ Cardiac-derived Cells 

 Even though multiple studies have shown that endogenous CPCs do not 

differentiate to CMs in vivo139,140, there is a growing body of evidence that suggests these 

cells exhibit therapeutic effects once injected and can be used to heal the myocardium in 

RVHF conditions214,215. It is important to distinguish the difference between those CPCs 

used in the retracted SCIPIO trial and those being studied in the context of CHD; the CPCs 

from SCIPIO were isolated from adult patients who had undergone coronary artery bypass, 

while the pediatric CPCs used by our laboratory and others are isolated from young patients 
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(<5 years old) undergoing surgery for CHD135,216. Several studies have shown that younger 

CPCs have increased reparative capacity compared to cells isolated from older donors. 

Agarwal et al injected neonatal (0–1 month old), infant (1 month – 1 year old), or child (1–

5 years old) CPCs and found that only the younger neonatal CPCs were able to improve 

both RV ejection fraction and tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE) in a rat 

PAB model147. This age-dependence has also been shown by Simpson et al, who found that 

neonatal atrial appendage biopsies have increased numbers of cardiac progenitor cells217.  

 To elucidate the underlying mechanisms of these donor-specific differences, 

computational methods have been employed to examine intracell gene expression and the 

contents of factors secreted by CPCs. Gray et al and Agarwal et al used systems biology 

methods to distinguish what exosomal cargo from rat and human pediatric CPCs, 

respectively, correlated most strongly with improvement in functional outcomes such as 

angiogenesis, fibrosis, and ejection fraction13,14. Computational methods have also been 

used to examine differences in CPC gene expression measured by RNA-seq data to identify 

genes whose upregulation may be most important for improved functional outcomes. 

Importantly, in these studies, there was clustering of CPC gene expression and exosomal 

cargo based on age, further highlighting the age-related differences in their reparative 

capacity14,218,219. Autologous cell therapy also may be affected by other donor 

characteristics, including what type of CHD the CPC donor is experiencing220,221. 

 As with other therapeutic cell types, there has been great interest in using ex vivo 

conditioning methods to improve pediatric CPC function. French et al cultured CPCs on 

various ECM proteins and subjected the CPCs to cyclic strain. The CPCs aligned more 

efficiently when subjected to higher strain, and this led to an increase in angiogenic 
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paracrine factor production on many of the ECM substrates222. Similar maturation of CPCs 

and induced calcium handling was also seen following electrical stimulation, and these 

electrically stimulated CPCs were able to increase TAPSE in a PAB rat model223,224. 

Injection of spherical aggregates of CPCs also led to improved functional outcomes in PAB 

rats compared to CPCs from simple 2D culture225. 

2.5.1.2 Other Cell Types 

 Cell types other than pediatric CPCs have also been investigated for treating RVHF 

in CHD, primarily through injecting these cells into animal models with pressure-

overloaded RVs. Human umbilical cord blood (UCB) cells have been implanted to both a 

sheep and mouse PAB model and, these UCB cell injections improved RV function, 

decreased fibrosis, and increased angiogenesis226,227. As with treatment for MI in the LV, 

bone marrow-derived MSCs have been explored as candidate for cell therapy for RHVF. 

Similarly to studies using CPCs, Liufu et al injected MSCs derived from neonatal, infant, 

and child patients into a mouse model of PAB and also found that only neonatal MSCs 

decreased RV dimension and hypertrophy following injection228. The use of bone marrow-

derived MSCs has also been explored in a neonatal swine PAB model, where 

intramyocardial injection of the MSCs led to increased RV function, increased 

angiogenesis, and decreased RV hypertrophy229. 

2.5.2 Clinical Trials 

 Many of the preclinical studies mentioned above paved the way for cell therapy 

clinical trials in CHD patients. The Transcoronary Infusion of Cardiac Progenitor Cells in 

Patients With Single Ventricle Physiology (TICAP, NCT01273857) was the first clinical 
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study in which the use of cell therapy to treat CHD was used. Initial results from this phase 

1 trial showed that intracoronary injection of CDCs improved RV ejection fraction and 

rescued heart failure status in patients with single ventricle physiology230,231. After these 

promising outcomes in TICAP, a phase 2 (PERSEUS, NCT01829750) and phase 3 

(APOLLON, NCT02781922) were conducted by the same group using the same CDC 

injection232,233. The APOLLON trial is still ongoing, and results have yet to be reported. 

The next cell type that was explored clinically was autologous UCB mononuclear cells, 

injected into the RV of HLHS patients during the bidirectional Glenn procedure 

(NCT01883076). The phase 1 results showed that intramyocardial injection of UCB 

mononuclear cells was safe and did not lead to any reductions in cardiac function, setting 

the stage for a phase 2 follow-up study234. The same group is also investigating using 

autologous BMMNCs for treating RV dysfunction in patients with Fontan circulation 

(NCT02549625). Other cell types being explored to treat RV dysfunction in CHD include 

allogeneic MSCs (ELPIS, NCT02398604)235 and autologous CPCs (CHILD, 

NCT03406884). In total, cell therapy has shown promise in treating CHD, primarily for 

RV dysfunction in patients with single ventricle physiology. However, there is still further 

work to be done including identifying which cell source is most effective and how to 

account for patient-to-patient differences in cell quality before cell therapy for CHD will 

become common practice in the clinic. 

2.5.3 Biomaterial-based Treatments for Right Ventricular Heart Failure 

 As is true with cardiac patches for LV failure, the use of biomaterials in 

combination with cells may overcome some of the issues with cell therapy for the RV, 

namely low cell retention. However, the bulk of tissue engineering studies geared towards 
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CHD involve fabricating patches and vascular conduits to be used during reconstructive 

CHD surgeries, such as patches for ASD and VSD closure236,237. Few studies have 

investigated the use of cardiac patches to repair the failing myocardium like has been done 

in the MI studies discussed earlier in this chapter. Some of the first and only cardiac patches 

for treating RVHF have been developed by our laboratory, where 3D-printed and 

electrospun patches have been used to deliver pediatric patient-derived CPCs for treatment 

of RVHF9,10. There is still a dearth of cardiac patch studies for treating CHD and RVHF, 

and more research is required to uncover if cardiac patches can, as they have been in the 

failing LV, be successful in repairing the failing RV.  
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CHAPTER 3. CHANGES IN PCL PATCH PARAMETERS 

AFFECT CPC REPARATIVE CAPACITY IN A CPC AGE-

DEPENDENT MANNER 

3.1 Abstract 

Congenital heart disease (CHD) is the number one cause of birth defect-related death 

because it often leads to right ventricular heart failure (RVHF). One promising avenue to 

combat this RVHF is the use of cardiac patches comprised of stem cells and scaffolds. 

Herein, we demonstrate a reparative cardiac patch by combining neonatal or cardiac-

derived child c-Kit+ cells (CPCs) with a scaffold comprised of electrospun 

polycaprolactone (PCL) nanofibers. We examined different parameters of the patch, 

including the alignment, composition, and surface properties of the nanofibers, as well as 

the age of the CPCs. The patch based on uniaxially aligned nanofibers successfully aligned 

the CPCs. With the inclusion of gelatin in the nanofiber matrix and/or coating of fibronectin 

on the surface of the nanofibers, the metabolism of both neonatal and child CPCs was 

generally enhanced. The conditioned media collected from both patches based on aligned 

and random nanofibers could reduce the fibrotic gene expression in rat cardiac fibroblasts 

following stimulation with transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β). Furthermore, the 

conditioned media collected from the nanofiber-based patches could lead to the formation 

of tubes of human umbilical vein endothelial cells, indicating the pro-angiogenic capability 

of the patch. Taken together, the electrospun nanofiber-based patches are a suitable 

delivery vehicle for CPCs and can confer reparative benefit through anti-fibrotic and pro-

angiogenic paracrine signaling. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Congenital heart disease, which occurs in about 1 in every 100 live births, is the 

most common group of congenital abnormalities, and the leading cause of birth defect-

related death1–3. The current gold standard of treatment is surgical palliation of the defect 

to improve the function of the heart. However, these surgeries often lead to right ventricular 

(RV) hemodynamic changes to the heart resulting in impaired RV function and co-

morbidities, with many patients requiring heart transplantation later in life4. Even with 

transplantation, the 5-year survival for patients who, for example, undergo the Fontan 

procedure is only about 60%238. Transplantation effectiveness is also often hampered by 

immune rejection and severe infection due to administration of immunosuppressants239. 

Finally, there is also a great economic and social cost to treating CHD patients including 

more frequent surgical intervention and enormous strain on the family of the patient57. 

Because of these many problems, CHD is an immense and significant public health issue. 

Stem cell-based and regenerative medicine therapies have emerged as alternative 

strategies to treat CHD and to potentially repair dysfunction brought about by surgical 

palliation5–7. Previous studies have found cardiac-derived c-kit+ cells (CPCs) to be a 

potential candidate for use in pediatric stem-cell therapy8,9,147,225. While CPCs do not 

directly contribute to the endogenous cardiomyocyte population139–141, several studies have 

shown their ability to improve cardiac function by the release of reparative paracrine 

effectors12–14. Further, clinical trials using CPCs in both adult and child patients have 

demonstrated safety and modest cardiac improvements in heart failure patients134,230. 

Notably, our laboratory has previously demonstrated the age-dependent therapeutic effects 

of CPCs and that at early as 1 year old, CPCs’ reparative capacity can begin to decline147. 
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One major drawback of stem cell therapy is low cell retention within the host tissue, with 

only 0.1-10% of injected cells successfully grafting into the myocardium following 

injection15–17,240. If paracrine therapy is to be sustained over longer periods of time, novel 

methods to support cell retention while enabling function are needed. These limitations 

highlight the need to augment stem cell therapy to improve its efficacy as a treatment for 

CHDs. 

In order to enhance cell retention and maximize reparative paracrine secretion, 

scaffolds are often used for the implantation of a therapeutic stem cell source18,19. 

Electrospinning has been used in many different regenerative medicine applications over 

the past several decades because of its capability to generate scaffolds that mimic the in 

vivo cell microenvironment181,241. Electrospinning can produce scaffolds made of a highly 

porous network of fibers in the nanometer range, allowing for the effective transportation 

of nutrients and wastes while mimicking the collagen nanofibers in the extracellular matrix 

(ECM). Importantly, the electrospun fibers can be oriented parallel to each other along one 

specific direction, giving the fiber-based scaffold an anisotropic structure like that of the 

myocardium. The scaffolds can also be readily functionalized with other components to 

help improve cell adhesion and survival180. Because of these advantages, we have 

fabricated nanofiber-based scaffolds made of polycaprolactone (PCL), an FDA-approved 

biocompatible and biodegradable polymer, and evaluated their use as a carrier for CPCs. 

Gelatin has been previously shown to modulate the mechanical properties of nanofiber-

based scaffolds172,182 and the differentiation profile of stem cells242, while fibronectin has 

been shown to increase CPC alignment222 and to be necessary for CPC repair following 

cardiac injury243. In the present work, we systematically investigated the metabolism and 
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morphology of CPCs at different ages when cultured on the nanofiber-based scaffolds with 

different alignments and with the inclusion of adhesion factors such as gelatin and/or 

fibronectin (Figure 1). We further demonstrated the effect of the conditioned media 

collected from the different patches with CPCs on the fibrotic gene expression in rat cardiac 

fibroblasts (RCFs) and tubular formation of the human umbilical vein endothelial cells 

(HUVECs) to validate the anti-fibrotic and pro-angiogenic potentials of the nanofiber-

based patches, respectively. 

 

Figure 1. Experimental design for characterizing the cellular responses of neonatal and 

child CPCs to electrospun scaffolds composed of random or aligned nanofibers and 

including gelatin, fibronectin, or both. The 8 different scaffolds characterized are as 

follows:  random PCL nanofibers (R-PCL), random PCL/gelatin nanofibers (R-PCL + 

Gel), random PCL nanofibers with fibronectin (R-PCL + FN), random PCL/gelatin 

nanofibers with fibronectin (R-PCL + Gel + FN), aligned PCL nanofibers (A-PCL), aligned 

PCL/gelatin nanofibers (A-PCL + Gel), aligned PCL nanofibers with fibronectin (A-PCL 

+ FN), and aligned PCL/gelatin nanofibers with fibronectin (A-PCL + Gel + FN). 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Chemical and materials 
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All materials were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific Life Sciences unless 

otherwise stated. PCL (Mn ≈ 80 kDa), 2,2,2-trifluroroethanol, and fluorescein-5-maleimide 

were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Ham’s F12 medium and Matrigel® were obtained 

from Corning. Endothelial cell growth media and the Luminex® assays were purchased 

from R&D systems. Fetal bovine serum was obtained from GE Healthcare. L-glutamine 

was purchased from MP Biochemicals, and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) was 

purchased from Stem Cell Technologies. TRIzol was purchased from Invitrogen. 

3.3.2 Fabrication of electrospun nanofiber-based scaffolds 

A PCL electrospinning solution with a concentration of 12 wt.% was prepared by 

dissolving PCL pellets in 2,2,2-trifluroroethanol under magnetic stirring for 24 h at room 

temperature. Scaffolds made of electrospun nanofibers were fabricated using the traditional 

electrospinning process. The PCL solution was fed at a rate of 1.0 mL/h through a blunt 

needle with a syringe pump. The needle was located at a distance of 20 cm from a ground 

mandrel, which was covered by aluminum foil. An optimized voltage (DC, 10–15 kV) was 

applied between the needle and the grounded mandrel to obtain a stable polymer jet. A 

rotating rate of 300 or 1000 rpm for the mandrel was used to generate random or uniaxially 

aligned nanofibers. The electrospinning process was carried out at room temperature and a 

relative humidity of 40%. After collection for 4 h, the as-obtained mats were peeled off 

and further dried at ambient temperature to remove the residual organic solvent. The mats 

were then punched into discs with a diameter of 1.2 cm. After sterilization for 1 h under 

UV light, the discs were fixed onto sterilized glass coverslips using a medical silicone 

adhesive, placed in the wells of a 24-well plate, and then treated with oxygen for 2 min in 
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a plasma cleaner. To coat fibronectin, the mats were incubated in a fibronectin solution (1 

µg/mL) overnight at 4 °C, followed by washing with PBS buffer three times. 

PCL and gelatin were separately dissolved in 2,2,2-trifluroroethanol to prepare 

solutions at a concentration of 6 wt.%. Then, the solutions were mixed at a mass ratio of 

50:50, together with a small amount of acetic acid (0.2 v/v%), in 2,2,2-trifluroroethanol to 

obtain a transparent solution under magnetic stirring at room temperature prior to 

electrospinning. The random and uniaxially aligned nanofibers made of a blend of PCL 

and gelatin were separately fabricated using the same procedure used for the fabrication of 

PCL nanofibers. 

3.3.3 Characterization of the nanofiber scaffolds 

The morphology of the nanofibers was observed under a scanning electron 

microscope (SU8230). The average diameter and the diameter distribution of the 

nanofibers were measured and analyzed using the ImageJ software from 200 fibers in the 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of the 

SEM images was performed by utilizing the FFT function of the ImageJ software to 

demonstrate the alignment of the nanofibers in the different scaffolds. A quantitative 

analysis of the alignment of the nanofibers was also performed by summation of pixel 

intensities at different degrees. The surface properties of the scaffolds were determined 

through measuring the static water contact angle using a SL200A-type contact angle 

analyzer at ambient temperature. Deionized water droplets (3.0 μL) were dropped carefully 

onto the surface of the scaffold, and the average water contact angle value was obtained by 

measuring ten water droplets at randomly distributed positions. The tensile properties of 
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the scaffolds in the dry state were evaluated using a BOSE ElectroForce 3200 test 

instrument with a 50-N load cell at a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min. All samples were cut 

into rectangles with dimensions of 25 mm × 4 mm. Five samples were tested for each 

typical type of membrane. The thickness of a sample was measured with a micrometer 

accurate to 1 μm. 

3.3.4 CPC isolation and culture 

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Children’s 

Healthcare of Atlanta and Emory University. CPCs were isolated from neonatal (0–1 

month old) and child (1–5 years old) patients undergoing routine surgery for CHD. 

Approximately 70–100 mg of right atrial appendage tissue was obtained from patients. The 

tissue samples were transported in Krebs-Ringer solution containing 35 mM NaCl, 4.75 

mM KCl, 1.2 mM KH2PO4, 16 mM Na2HPO4, 134 mM sucrose, 25 mM NaHCO3, 10 mM 

glucose, 10 mM HEPES, and 30 mM 2,3‐butanedione monoxime, at a pH of 7.4 with 

NaOH. CPCs were isolated within 4 h of acquiring the sample using magnetic bead sorting 

for the c-Kit protein as previously described.38 Following isolation, CPCs were maintained 

in culture in Ham’s F12 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% Pen-

Strep, 1% L-glutamine, and 0.01 ng/mL bFGF. 

3.3.5 CPC culture on the nanofiber scaffolds 

Nanofiber-based scaffolds were adhered to a 12 mm-diameter circular coverslip 

using medical silicone adhesive. The coverslip and scaffold were then affixed to the bottom 

of the well of a 24-well plate, covering approximately 85.2% of the well’s total area. A 

total of 125,000 cells were seeded onto each PCL nanofiber-based scaffold in each well of 
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the plate. CPCs were maintained in the treatment medium composed of 500 μL of Ham’s 

F12 medium supplemented with Insulin-Transferrin-Selenium, 1% Pen-Strep, 1% L-

glutamine, and 0.01 ng/mL bFGF. After 2, 3, 5, and 7 days, the culture media were 

collected, termed as the conditioned media of the patches, and stored at -80 °C until further 

analysis, and fresh treatment media were added to the wells at the corresponding time 

points. 

3.3.6 CPC alignment and morphology on the nanofiber scaffolds 

After culture for 7 days, the cells on the scaffolds were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde for 30 min at room temperature. The cells were then washed with PBS 

for three times and permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 for 30 min. Following three more 

washes in PBS, the cells were incubated with 10 µg/mL fluorescein-5-maleimide at 4 °C 

overnight and then incubated with 1 µg/mL 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) for 

10 min in the absence of light. Finally, the cells were mounted onto MatTek glass bottom 

dishes using ProLong® Gold Antifade Reagent. The samples were stored at 4 °C until 

imaging on a confocal microscope (Olympus IX81 FluoView FV1000). Quantifications of 

the alignment, area, and eccentricity (elongation) of the cells on the different types of 

nanofiber scaffolds were measured using the CellProfilerTM software. The mean cell angle 

of all cells measured on a given patch was determined, and a cell was considered “aligned” 

if its angle fell within 10° of this mean (preferred) angle244. 

3.3.7 CPC metabolism on the nanofiber scaffolds 

The metabolism of CPCs was measured using an alamarBlue® assay after culture 

for 1, 3, and 7 days on each scaffold according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The 
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CPCs grown on tissue culture plastic (TCP) served as a blank control group. Briefly, 500 

µL of alamarBlue reagent in the cell treatment medium was added to the well. The cells 

were incubated in the solution for 1, 2, or 4.5 h to discern differences in alamarBlue 

fluorescence. Following incubation, 100 µL of the alamarBlue solution was plated into the 

well of a 96-well plate in triplicate. Fluorescence readings were taken using a microplate 

reader (BioTek Synergy 2) with an excitation wavelength of 540 nm and an emission 

wavelength of 590 nm. Fluorescence readings for each patch were then normalized to the 

TCP control. 

3.3.8 Rat cardiac fibroblast TGF-β stimulation assay 

RCFs were cultured in the well of a 24-well plate and then quiesced for 12 h. Then, 

500 µL of the conditioned medium collected at the 2-day and 5-day incubations of the 

CPCs on the nanofiber scaffolds was added to the well. The RCFs cultured in the full 

medium (Dulbecco's modified eagle medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum) 

served as the control group. After culture for 12 h, the RCFs were stimulated with 10 ng/mL 

TGF-β. After culture for another 12 h, the RCFs were collected, and their RNA was 

extracted using the TRIzol reagent according to the manufacturer’s protocol. First strand 

cDNA synthesis was performed with M-MLV reverse transcriptase primed by random 

hexamers and oligo(dT)18. Real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was then 

performed using SYBR Green fluorescence detection of amplified PCR products by the 

StepOne System. Rat primers (sequences shown in Table S1) for connective tissue growth 

factor (CTGF), collagen type 1 pro-α1 chain (COL1A1), and vimentin (VIM) were used to 

evaluate their respective transcript expression levels. 
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3.3.9 HUVEC tube formation assay 

HUVECs were maintained on 0.1% w/v gelatin-coated culture flasks until use in 

assays. HUVECs were dissociated by trypsinization, and 10,000 cells were plated into the 

Matrigel®-coated well of a 96-well plate. The conditioned media (200 µL) collected at the 

2-day and 5-day incubations of the CPCs on the nanofiber scaffold were added to each well 

immediately following plating. After culture the cells for 6 h, calcein-AM dye at a 

concentration of 2 mg/mL was added, and the HUVECs were imaged under a fluorescence 

microscope. The Angiogenesis Analyzer plug-in for ImageJ software was used to quantify 

the total tube length and number of tubules for each image. 

3.3.10 Characterization of patch conditioned media  

 Conditioned media collected at the 3- and 7-day incubation of CPCs on each 

nanofiber scaffold group was diluted 1:2 and processed using a Luminex® Assay according 

to manufacturers’ instructions. Briefly, conditioned media samples were incubated with 

color-coded magnetic beads bound to capture antibodies specific to analytes of interest. 

Biotinylated detection antibodies were then added, sandwiching the analytes of interest 

between the detection antibodies and capture antibodies bound to the magnetic beads. 

Phycoerythrin-coated streptavidin was then added and bound to the detection antibodies. 

The analyte concentrations were measured using fluorescence readings taken from a 

Luminex® 100 analyzer and calculations based on readings from a standard curve. These 

concentrations were then normalized to the total protein content of each conditioned media 

sample, as measured by a NanoDropTM One Spectrophotometer. 

3.3.11 Statistical analysis 
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All statistical analysis was performed in GraphPad Prism 5, and all numerical data 

are represented as mean ± standard error of the mean, except for cell alignment data which 

are represented as the fraction of cells aligned (aligned cells/total cells measured). For all 

comparisons of random vs. aligned nanofiber scaffolds, a paired Student’s t-test was 

employed. For all comparisons of the nanofiber scaffolds containing the adhesion factors 

and the TGF-β stimulation assay, a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test was used. 

For cell alignment data, a Fisher’s exact test with Bonferroni’s correction was applied to 

counts of aligned and unaligned cells. All experiments used sample sizes of n = 5–6 except 

for cell alignment and morphology experiments which examined cells from at least three 

different fields of view on at least three different scaffolds, giving measurements for at 

least 300 individual cells per scaffold group. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Mechanical properties of the nanofiber-based scaffolds 

The growth of CPCs and their secretion of paracrine signals should be dependent 

on their viability and the configuration of their cytoskeletons, which are largely determined 

by the underlying fibers. To this end, we varied the alignment and composition of the 

electrospun nanofibers. Figure 2A shows the SEM image of a typical sample of random 

PCL nanofibers with an average diameter of 680±160 nm. The nanofibers show a smooth 

morphology with no beads formed. The FFT pattern of the image at the right corner 

confirms that the nanofibers were randomly oriented as the pixel intensities showed 

essentially no dependence on the direction. Figure 2B shows the SEM images of PCL 
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nanofibers with a uniaxial alignment, which was further confirmed by the corresponding 

FFT pattern.  

 

Figure 2. SEM images of the scaffolds comprised of (A, C) random and (B, D) aligned 

nanofibers made of PCL (A, B) before and (C, D) after coating with gelatin, respectively. 

The insets show the FFT analysis of the corresponding SEM image. 

The uniaxially aligned PCL nanofibers had an average diameter of 610±190 nm, 

slightly thinner than that of the random nanofibers due to the further elongation of the 

nanofibers under mechanical stretching (Figure 3A and B). The morphologies of the 

random and uniaxially aligned nanofibers made of a mixture of PCL and gelatin are shown 
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in Figure 2C and D, respectively, with an average diameter of 160±60 nm and 120±50 nm 

(Figure 3C and D).  

 

Figure 3. The distribution of fiber dimeter of the nanofibers in the different types of 

scaffolds composed of PCL nanofibers in (A) random and (B) aligned orientations, and 

blended PCL/gelatin nanofibers in (C) random and (D) aligned orientations, respectively. 

The alignment of the nanofibers was also confirmed by the corresponding FFT 

patterns. With the introduction of gelatin, the diameter of the nanofibers was significantly 

reduced owing to the increase in conductivity of the electrospinning solution245. The 

alignment of the nanofibers in the different samples was further confirmed by measuring 

the directionalities of the images using ImageJ, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. The plots indicating the directionalities of the nanofibers in the different types 

of scaffolds composed of PCL nanofibers in (A) random and (B) aligned orientations, and 

blended PCL/gelatin nanofibers in (C) random and (D) aligned orientations, respectively. 

The surface wettability of a scaffold has great influence on the adhesion and 

proliferation of cells seeded on it. The electrospun PCL nanofibers, either in a random or 

uniaxially aligned orientation, were moderately hydrophobic with contact angels of 129.6° 

and 121.5°, respectively. After plasma treatment, the water contact angels of the random 

and uniaxially aligned PCL nanofibers were significantly reduced to 82.1° and 81.5°, 

respectively. For the nanofibers made of a mixture of PCL and gelatin, the random and 

uniaxially aligned nanofibers showed static water contact angles of 61.8° and 60.3°, 

respectively. The incorporation of gelatin significantly enhances the hydrophilicity of the 

nanofiber scaffolds because of the amine and carboxyl functional groups in the gelatin 

structure. Furthermore, by depositing fibronectin on the different types of nanofiber 
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scaffolds, the water droplets were almost completely absorbed by the samples because of 

their enhanced hydrophilicity. Such an improvement in hydrophilicity will be beneficial to 

both the cell adhesion and proliferation. 

For cardiac repair, the nanofiber-based patch must be strong enough to withstand 

the forces exerted by physiological activities and/or by tissue growth. Furthermore, the 

modulus of the scaffold can also impact the behavior of the cells seeded on it and thus the 

reparative efficacy of the obtained cellular patch. Figure 5 shows the stress–strain curves 

of the different types of nanofiber scaffolds. The aligned nanofibers showed a higher tensile 

strength than the random nanofibers, while the incorporation of gelatin resulted in 

decreases for both the tensile strength and the elongation at break of the scaffolds. The 

Young’s moduli of the scaffolds made of PCL nanofibers in a random or aligned 

orientations were 15.3±4.7, 24.2±6.4 MPa, while those scaffolds made of a mixture of PCL 

and gelatin in a random or aligned orientations were 50.72±9.34 and 71.9±8.3 MPa, 

respectively. Although the incorporation of gelatin led to increase in the moduli of the 

nanofiber scaffolds, all the nanofiber scaffolds can meet clinical suturing and transportation 

requirements. 
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Figure 5. Curves for scaffolds comprised of random or uniaxially aligned electrospun 

nanofibers made of (A) PCL and (B) a mixture of PCL and gelatin. 

 

3.4.2 CPC alignment and morphology on random and aligned nanofiber-based scaffolds 

We firstly compared the behavior of the CPCs on the scaffolds made of only PCL 

nanofibers. Neonatal and child CPCs were separately seeded onto either random or aligned 

nanofiber scaffolds and maintained in culture for up to 7 days. Figure 6A and C shows the 
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morphologies of the cells on the nanofiber scaffolds, respectively. On the random fibers, 

the cells showed no preferred cytoskeletal orientation. On the aligned fibers, more cells 

extend their cytoskeletons along the fiber alignment. The quantified cell alignment, area, 

and elongation are shown in Figure 6B and D. Both neonatal and child CPCs showed 

increase in their alignment on aligned nanofiber scaffolds compared to that on random 

nanofiber scaffolds. Cell area and eccentricity (elongation), however, were not 

significantly affected by the alignment of the nanofibers. 
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Figure 6. Fluorescence images of the (A) neonatal and (C) child CPCs on random or 

aligned PCL nanofiber scaffolds, respectively. Fluorocein-5-maleimide and DAPI staining 

are shown in green and blue, respectively. Scale bar = 200 µm. Alignment, area, and 

eccentricity of the (B) neonatal and (D) child CPCs on the different types of scaffolds are 

quantified. (n = 3 fields of view from at least 3 different patches, ***p <0.001 by Fisher’s 

exact test with Bonferroni correction) 
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3.4.3 CPC metabolism on random and aligned nanofiber-based scaffolds  

Cell retention and survival following injection into the myocardium is often low 

due to leakage at the injection site and subsequent washing away by circulating blood, 

reducing the effectiveness of cell therapy240. The use of a scaffold may help enhance cell 

retention at the site of implantation, and it is therefore important to assess the scaffold’s 

ability to maintain cell viability and proliferation. We measured the relative CPC metabolic 

activity at 1, 3, and 7 days on random and aligned PCL nanofiber scaffolds. From Figure 

7A, neonatal CPCs had significantly greater fluorescence readings at day 1 on scaffolds 

made of random nanofibers compared to those made of aligned nanofibers, and, although 

not statistically significant, also showed higher readings on the scaffolds made of random 

nanofibers at days 3 and 7. Child CPCs displayed similar metabolic activity regardless of 

the orientation of the nanofibers across all the different time points (Figure 7B). 

 

Figure 7. The Alamar Blue® normalized mean fluorescence of the (A) neonatal and (B) 

child CPCs quantified at 1, 3, and 7 days post-seeding on the random and aligned PCL 

nanofibers. (n = 5–6, *p < 0.05 by Student’s t-test) 
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3.4.4 Functional anti-fibrotic paracrine release of CPCs on random and aligned 

nanofiber-based scaffolds 

While cell retention is low following injection, many cardiac stem cell-based 

therapies still elicit modest improvements in cardiac function. Because of this, the main 

mode of action of the injected cells is thought to be through the secretion of reparative and 

cardioprotective paracrine factors12. To compare the functionality of paracrine factors 

secreted by the CPCs on random and aligned PCL nanofibers, we examined the influence 

of the different conditioned media on the fibrotic gene expression from rat cardiac 

fibroblasts (RCFs) by stimulating the cells with transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) 

to induce fibrotic gene expression. We first treated RCFs with conditioned media collected 

from patches with neonatal CPCs at Day 2 and observed that the patch conditioned media 

collected at Day 2 was not able to decrease RCF fibrotic gene expression (Figure 8). 

 

 

Figure 8. The expression of fibrotic genes from RCFs after incubation upon the TGF-β 

stimulation in conditioned media collected at day 2 from the random and aligned patches 

with neonatal. (n = 5)  
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We then treated RCFs with conditioned media collected from patches collected at 

Day 5. As shown in Figure 9A, the expression levels of VIM and COL1A1 in RCFs 

significantly decreased after treatment with the conditioned medium collected at day 5 

from patches comprised of neonatal CPCs on PCL nanofibers relative to the case when 

RCFs were cultured in the full medium (p < 0.01). From Figure 9B, when RCFs were 

treated with conditioned media collected at day 5 from child CPCs cultured on random or 

aligned PCL nanofibers, the expression levels of COL1A1 and CTGF in RCFs were 

reduced relative to the case when the RCFs were treated with the full medium (p < 0.01).  
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Figure 9. The expression of fibrotic genes from RCFs after incubation upon the TGF-β 

stimulation in conditioned media collected at day 5 from the random and aligned patches 

with (A) neonatal or (B) child CPCs. (n = 6, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01 by one-way ANOVA 

with Tukey’s post-hoc test) 
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3.4.5 Functional pro-angiogenic paracrine release of CPCs on random and aligned 

nanofiber-based scaffolds 

To examine the pro-angiogenic potential of the paracrine factors secreted by the 

CPCs on the patches, we performed a tube formation assay. Figure 10 shows the typical 

morphology of the HUVECs and the number and total length of the tubules after cultured 

in the different conditioned media for 6 h. As shown in Figure 10A, the conditioned 

medium collected at day 2 from the patches comprised of neonatal CPCs on random PCL 

nanofibers led to a significant increase in both the total tube length and the number of 

formed tubules than that collected from the patches comprised of neonatal CPCs on aligned 

PCL nanofibers (p < 0.05). A similar result was also observed from the patches containing 

the child CPCs (Figure 10B). The random nanofibers resulted in the formation of 

significantly more tubules (p < 0.05) with increased total tube length (p < 0.01) from the 

HUVECs. This effect was also observed with conditioned media collected at day 5 from 

patches with child CPCs (Figure 11B) but not with conditioned media collected at day 5 

from patches with neonatal CPCs (Figure 11A). In total, CPCs cultured on random PCL 

nanofibers exhibited greater secretion of pro-angiogenic paracrine signals than those on the 

aligned PCL nanofibers. 
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Figure 10. HUVEC tube formation on Matrigel following 6 h incubation in conditioned 

media collected at day 2 from random and aligned patches with (A) neonatal or (B) child 

CPCs, respectively. Calcein-AM staining is shown in green. Scale bar = 200 µm. Total 

tube length and number of tubules are quantified for HUVECs. (n = 6, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05 

by Student’s t-test) 

 

 

Figure 11. HUVEC tube formation on Matrigel following 6 h incubation in 5-day 

conditioned media collected from random or aligned electrospun nanofiber-based patches 

with (A) neonatal or (B) child CPCs, respectively. (n = 3, ***p < 0.001 by Student’s t-test) 
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3.4.6 CPC alignment and morphology on the modified scaffolds including gelatin and 

fibronectin  

Electrospun nanofibers can be easily functionalized with adhesion factors. To 

mimic the composition of the ECM more closely in the native CPC niche, we introduced 

gelatin (Gel) into the electrospun PCL nanofibers and/or coated the surface of the scaffolds 

with fibronectin (FN). We assessed the behaviors of cells on 8 different types of scaffolds: 

random PCL alone, random PCL + Gel, random PCL + FN, random PCL + Gel + FN, 

aligned PCL alone, aligned PCL + Gel, aligned PCL + FN, and aligned PCL + Gel + FN. 

The morphology and alignment of both neonatal and child CPCs were assessed on the 

different types of scaffolds, as was done for the scaffolds made of random and aligned PCL 

nanofibers. 

As shown in Figure 12, A and B, both the neonatal and child CPCs extended their 

cytoskeletons along the fiber alignment on the uniaxially aligned fibers. Further, the 

alignment and cell area of the neonatal CPCs were increased on the PCL + Gel + FN 

scaffolds. In addition, the largest number of the neonatal cells were observed on PCL + Gel 

+ FN scaffolds. For child CPCs, integration of adhesion factors with the scaffold did not 

significantly increase the alignment of the cells in the aligned fiber group, but scaffolds 

containing gelatin did show decreases in cell alignment (Figure 12C and D). The area of 

the child CPCs showed no significant changes upon addition of gelatin and fibronectin in 

the scaffold (Figure 12D). 
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Figure 12. Cell morphology images for (A) neonatal and (C) child CPCs on random or 

aligned PCL, PCL + Gel, PCL + FN, and PCL + Gel + FN scaffolds. Fluorocein-5-

maleimide and DAPI staining are shown in green and blue, respectively. Scale bar = 200 

µm. Analysis of the alignment, area, and eccentricity is quantified for (B) neonatal and (D) 

child CPCs on the different types of scaffolds. (n = 3 fields of view from at least three 

different scaffolds, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01 by Fisher’s exact test with Bonferroni 

correction)  
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3.4.7 CPC metabolism on the modified scaffolds including gelatin and fibronectin 

Cell metabolism of neonatal and child CPCs was also measured on the 8 different 

types of nanofiber scaffolds at 1, 3 and 7 days. At day 1, neonatal CPCs showed increased 

metabolic activity on PCL + Gel + FN scaffolds within the random group and on all 

scaffolds with adhesion factors within the aligned groups. These increases were later only 

seen in the aligned group, with increased activity on PCL + FN scaffold at day 3 and on 

PCL + FN and PCL + Gel + FN scaffolds on day 7 (Figure 13A). Child CPCs showed no 

significant changes in metabolic activity on day 1 regardless of the type of the scaffolds. 

At day 3 and day 7, PCL + FN and PCL + Gel + FN scaffolds showed increased metabolism 

of the CPCs compared within the random group, while only PCL + Gel + FN scaffold 

showed increased cell metabolism within the aligned group (Figure 13B).  

 

Figure 13. Cell metabolism of the (A) neonatal and (B) child CPCs quantified at 1, 3, and 

7 days post-seeding on the different types of scaffolds. (n = 5–6, *p < 0.05 by one-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test) 
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3.4.8 Reparative growth factor secretion of neonatal CPCs from patches including 

gelatin and fibronectin 

Inclusion of adhesion factors in the nanofiber-based scaffolds was done not only to 

modulate CPC morphology and viability, but also to investigate their influence on the 

reparative paracrine secretion from the resultant cellular patches. Therefore, we performed 

a Luminex® assay on conditioned media collected at day 3 and day 7 from each patch 

seeded with neonatal CPCs to measure reparative growth factor secretion. Using this assay, 

we measured the growth factor concentration of the following 8 different reparative growth 

factors in patch conditioned media:  Interleukin-2 (IL-2), basic fibroblast growth factor 

(FGFb), vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A), stromal cell-derived factor 1α 

(SDF-1a), matrix metalloproteinase-1 (MMP-1), angiogenin, hepatocyte growth factor 

(HGF), and matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9). In conditioned media at day 3, 

conditioned media from aligned PCL + Gel patches had a decreased MMP-9 concentration 

compared to conditioned media from PCL alone patches (p < 0.05). This was the only 

instance in which inclusion of gelatin and/or fibronectin changed the reparative growth 

factor secretion in day 3 conditioned media collected from each patch (Figure 14A). For 

day 7 conditioned media, there were no changes in the concentration of any growth factor 

measured (Figure 14B).  
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Figure 14. Normalized growth factor concentrations in (A) 3- and (B) 7-day conditioned 

media collected from each neonatal CPC patch group as measured by a Luminex® Assay. 

Concentrations for interleukin-2 (IL-2), basic fibroblast growth factor (FGFb), vascular 

endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A), stromal cell-derived factor-1α (SDF-1a), matrix 

metalloproteinase-1 (MMP-1), angiogenin, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), and matrix 

metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) are displayed (n = 2-6, *p < 0.05 by one-way ANOVA with 

Tukey’s post-hoc test, n.d.= no data). 
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3.4.9 Functional angiogenic paracrine release of CPCs from patches including gelatin 

and fibronectin 

We next performed a tube formation assay with the conditioned media collected 

from the different groups of patches containing either the neonatal or the child CPCs to 

measure functional angiogenic paracrine secretion. Figure 15 shows the morphologies of 

the HUVECs cultured in the conditioned media collected from the different types of 

patches at day 2. As shown in Figure 15, when the conditioned media were collected from 

the patches with neonatal CPCs, both total tube length and number of tubules formed in 

the media were unaffected by inclusion of gelatin and fibronectin in the random nanofibers 

and was not enhanced but rather diminished by inclusion of gelatin in the aligned 

nanofibers. For the conditioned media collected from patches with child CPCs, their 

angiogenic potential was the greatest in the aligned PCL + FN group (Figure 15B). No 

changes in the angiogenic potential of conditioned media collected at day 5 from patches 

with neonatal CPCs were observed (Figure 16A)., while conditioned media collected at 

day 5 from child CPCs cultured on random PCL + Gel + FN scaffolds had reduced 

angiogenic potential (Figure 16B). Although not statistically significant, conditioned 

media from aligned PCL + FN patches with child CPCs again increased HUVEC tube 

formation. Taken together, these data suggest that while inclusion of gelatin and fibronectin 

does not improve the pro-angiogenic paracrine secretion of neonatal CPCs, the angiogenic 

paracrine secretion of child CPCs may improve from inclusion of fibronectin in aligned-

fiber patches.  
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Figure 15. Fluorescence images showing the morphologies of HUVECs after incubation 

in conditioned media collected at day 2 from random or aligned PCL, PCL + Gel, PCL + 

FN, and PCL + Gel + FN patches with (A) neonatal or (B) child CPCs. Calcein-AM 

staining is shown in green. Scale bar = 200 µm. The total tube length and number of tubules 

are quantified from the corresponding images. (n = 6, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05 one-way 

ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test)  
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Figure 16. Fluorescence images showing the morphologies of HUVECs after incubation 

in conditioned media collected at day 5 from random or aligned PCL, PCL + Gel, PCL + 

FN, and PCL + Gel + FN patches with (A) neonatal or (B) child CPCs. Calcein-AM 

staining is shown in green. Scale bar = 200 µm. The total tube length and number of tubules 

are quantified from the corresponding images (n = 3, *p < 0.05 by one-way ANOVA with 

Tukey’s post-hoc test) 
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3.5 Discussion 

Stem cell therapies, including those using c-kit+ CPCs, continue to show promise in 

preclinical studies to restore cardiac function that has been lost due to the deleterious effects 

of CHD and subsequent palliative surgery147,225,230. However, these therapies are still 

hampered by low cell retention at the site of injection and little-to-no replacement of the 

damaged native cardiomyocytes15,16. Because of this, it is widely thought that paracrine 

signals, such as reparative growth factors and exosomes, secreted by the implanted cells 

are the main source of cardiac improvement following cell injection12–14. Therefore, there 

is a need to both improve the cell retention following implantation and to maximize the 

reparative paracrine signal secretion of the implanted cells. Here, we present a method to 

accomplish these goals by combining electrospun nanofiber-based scaffolds and c-kit+ 

CPCs to create reparative cardiac patches. 

Electrospun nanofiber-based patches have been investigated extensively in pre-

clinical studies for cardiac repair. Additionally, because of the ease in modification and 

functionalization of electrospun nanofiber-based scaffolds, many previous studies have 

combined different polymers with various modifications to make unique cardiac 

patches181. For example, plasma-treated PCL electrospun nanofiber patches could be used 

to effectively deliver bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) to repair the 

chronic myocardial infarction in a rat model246. The MSC-loaded patches improved cardiac 

functional parameters such as ejection fraction and fractional shortening four weeks after 

implantation and improved vessel formation in the patch-treated hearts. Other studies 

report functional benefit conferred through processes such as angiogenesis and reductions 

in fibrosis following patch implantation186,247. We were able to create electrospun nanofiber 
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scaffolds made of PCL or a mixture of PCL and gelatin with both random and aligned 

orientations and successfully modified each of these scaffolds by coating their surface with 

fibronectin. Following culturing of CPCs on each scaffold, we found that the resulting 

patches were able to produce paracrine signals that had anti-fibrotic and pro-angiogenic 

functionality. The nanofiber-based patches’ paracrine effect on cardiomyocytes is also an 

important consideration for the patches’ use as a treatment for ventricular failure. While 

not explored in this study, changes in cardiomyocyte phenotypic parameters, such as 

proliferation and hypertrophy, and functional parameters, such as contractility, are of great 

interest. We also detected the presence of pro-angiogenic growth factors vascular 

endothelial growth factor and angiogenin, immunomodulatory factors IL-2 and hepatocyte 

growth factor, ECM remodeling factors MMP-1 and MMP-9, and stem cell recruitment 

factors bFGF and SDF-1a in the conditioned media of the nanofiber-based patches (Figure 

S3), further suggesting the reparative potential of our patch’s paracrine release. 

CPCs begin to lose their reparative potential as early as one year old, showing the 

age-dependent difference in CPCs behavior248. Neonatal CPCs injected into a rat model of 

RVHF could increase RV ejection fraction, decrease RV wall thickness, and improve 

tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion, but child CPCs did not have this reparative 

capability147. Other studies have also shown age-dependent changes in c-kit+ CPC 

paracrine release12. However, clinical trials using stem cell therapy to treat CHD often have 

patient pools with varying ages, meaning that the autologous therapies used in these trials 

may have varying degrees of success simply due to the age the of the patient. For example, 

the average age of patients enrolled in the recent Transcoronary Infusion of Cardiac 

Progenitor Cells in Patients With Single Ventricle Physiology (TICAP, NCT01273857) 
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trial was 1.8 ± 1.5 years-old,230 meaning that the reparative capacity of stem cells from 

many of these patients may have already begun to decline. As such, it is important to use a 

scaffold that can successfully support CPCs with varying ages and reparative capabilities. 

Our results showed marked age-dependent differences in CPC alignment and 

morphology in response to the inclusion of adhesion factors to the scaffolds. While addition 

of both gelatin and fibronectin into the nanofibers increased alignment in neonatal CPCs, 

inclusion of fibronectin into random nanofibers was the only instance that increased 

alignment of child CPCs on the patch. Additionally, inclusion of gelatin and fibronectin 

was not able to increase neonatal CPC patches’ ability to induce angiogenesis, but addition 

of fibronectin into aligned nanofibers did increase this ability in child CPC patches. Taken 

together, our study shows how different parameters can affect CPCs from various donors, 

suggesting which nanofiber-based patch may be most suitable for a given patient’s CPCs. 

These considerations are vitally important to the success of autologous, patient-specific 

cardiac therapies. 

The causes of heart failure in different CHDs may differ from each other, so it is 

important to tailor a therapy according to the specific condition of a patient. For example, 

conditions such as hypoplastic left heart syndrome in which pressure and volume overloads 

are imposed on the RV can lead to myocyte hypertrophy. In this case, there will be 

increased metabolic demand in the myocardium, and increased nutrient delivery through 

angiogenesis would be beneficial214. To this end, our data suggests that random nanofiber-

based patches would be most beneficial upon implantation in these patients, as the 

conditioned media collected from the random nanofiber-based patches induced higher 

degrees of angiogenesis. Other diseases caused by ischemic events may lead to myocyte 
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death and subsequent replacement fibrosis249. Because both aligned and random 

nanofibers-based patches were shown to decrease fibrotic gene expression in RCFs, both 

patches may be suitable for treating such a condition. The differences in the mechanical 

properties of each scaffold may also confer differing mechanical supports to the failing 

heart. We found that random fiber-based scaffolds had a lower Young’s modulus compared 

to aligned fiber-based scaffolds, and that addition of gelatin decreased the Young’s 

modulus of scaffolds with either fiber orientation. The anisotropic properties of aligned 

fiber-based scaffolds may enhance their mechanical support to the anisotropic 

myocardium. Hydrophobicity has also been shown to affect the effectiveness of implanted 

biomaterials, with hydrophilic biomaterials being more easily accepted250. Our data 

showed that patches with either gelatin or fibronectin were much more hydrophilic than 

patches based on PCL alone. Although not specifically investigated here, PCL patches with 

adhesion factors may be better tolerated upon implantation. 

3.6 Conclusion 

We have demonstrated that the scaffolds based on electrospun nanofibers could 

successfully maintain viable neonatal and child CPCs and that the cell-loaded patches were 

easily adaptable to mimic the native myocardial microenvironment more closely. Various 

modifications could be used to optimize the morphology and reparative capacity of CPCs. 

However, the impacts of all these modifications on the CPC behavior were found to be 

dependent on the age of the cells. This study sets the stage for the use of electrospun 

nanofibers as appropriate scaffolds to generate cellular patches. The patches may be 

suitable for autologous pediatric cardiac cell-based therapies for in vivo treatment of 

RVHF. 
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CHAPTER 4. PATIENT-SPECIFIC DESIGN AND 

IMPLANTATION OF CARDIAC PATCHES FOR RIGHT 

VENTRICULAR HEART FAILURE 

4.1 Abstract 

Autologous cardiac cell therapy is a promising treatment for combating the right 

ventricular heart failure (RVHF) that can occur in patients with congenital heart disease 

(CHD). However, autologous cell therapies suffer from low cell retention following 

injection and patient-to-patient variability in cell quality. Here, we demonstrate how 

computational methods can be used to identify mechanisms of cardiac-derived c-Kit+ cell 

(CPC) reparative capacity and how biomaterials can be designed to improve cardiac patch 

performance by engaging these mechanisms. Computational modeling revealed the 

integrin subunit αV (ITGAV) as an important mediator of repair in CPCs with inherently 

low reparative capacity (CPCslow). We could engage ITGAV on the cell surface and 

improve reparative capacity by culturing CPCs on electrospun polycaprolactone (PCL) 

patches coated with fibronectin (PCL + FN). We tested CPCs from 4 different donors and 

found that only CPCslow with high ITGAV expression (patient 956) had improved anti-

fibrotic and pro-angiogenic paracrine secretion on PCL + FN patches. Further, knockdown 

of ITGAV via siRNA led to loss of this improved paracrine secretion in patient 956 on 

PCL + FN patches. When implanted in rat model of RVHF, only PCL + FN + 956 patches 

were able to improve RV function, while PCL + 956 patches did not. In total, we 

demonstrate how cardiac patches can be designed in a patient-specific manner to improve 

in vitro and in vivo outcomes.  
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4.2 Introduction 

Congenital heart disease (CHD), occurring in about 8 out of every 1000 newborns, 

is the most prevalent congenital disorder in the world and the leading cause of birth-defect 

related death21,251. Survival of CHD patients has greatly increased in the past two decades 

due in large part to improvements in palliative surgical techniques23. However, in more 

complex forms of CHD such as hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS), right ventricular 

heart failure (RVHF) can occur following surgical palliation. For these reasons, HLHS is 

the leading cause of cardiac death from CHD despite only occurring in 0.016% to 0.036% 

of all births41. To address this issue, cell therapy has emerged as a potential supplemental 

therapy to rescue right ventricular function in HLHS patients236,252. Several therapeutic cell 

sources, including autologous cardiac-derived c-Kit+ cells (CPCs), have been explored for 

use in cardiac cell therapy to combat RVHF (CHILD Trial, NCT03406884)6,214,232. Cardiac 

cell therapy, though, has its own issues that hamper its ability to improve right ventricular 

function, including low cell retention following injection and age-dependent decline in 

reparative function70,147. Further, because of the cells’ low engraftment rate, it is thought 

that the injected cells cause functional improvements in the RV through paracrine 

mechanisms rather than by differentiating and replacing an endogenous cell population12.  

 Recently, cardiac patches have been investigated as means to overcome the 

challenges associated with cell therapy 12,253. Cardiac patches can improve cell function by 

providing biochemical and mechanical cues to induce the release of reparative paracrine 

factors as well as by prolonging retention in vivo to sustain this paracrine secretion for 

longer periods of time166,254,255. The design of a cardiac patch’s biomaterial should be 

tailored to the cell of choice to increase cell survival and reparative paracrine factor 
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secretion. For cardiac patch therapies using autologous cell sources, cells from different 

patients may have differential expression of several genes including those encoding cell 

surface proteins (i.e., integrins), and, therefore, may respond differently to the biomaterials 

in which they are delivered12,218,256. Thus, a “one-size-fits-all” approach to biomaterial 

design for a given primary cell type may work for cells from some donors but fail for cells 

from others.  

 Statistical modeling approaches have been employed for patient-specific 

biomaterial therapies. These approaches span tailoring the mechanics and geometries of 

cardiac biomaterial implants at the gross anatomical level to optimizing extracellular 

matrix (ECM) cues from a biomaterial’s microenvironment to a given cell population257,258. 

Previously, our laboratory has used statistical modeling to identify mechanistic mRNA 

signals that are important for improving CPC reparative capacity and to predict the ability 

of CPCs from different donors to improve right ventricular function in vivo218. We have 

also investigated the influence of cardiac patches made of electrospun polycaprolactone 

(PCL) nanofibers on the reparative paracrine secretion of pooled lines of younger, more 

reparative CPCs and pooled lines of older, less reparative CPCs. Importantly, PCL patches 

whose surface was functionalized with the ECM protein fibronectin (PCL + FN) improved 

the less reparative CPCs’ survival and angiogenic paracrine secretion10. Here, we seek to 

design a cardiac patch to improve the reparative capacity of inherently poor-performing 

CPCs in a patient-specific manner. Using a partial least squares regression model (PLSR), 

we show that expression of the αv integrin subunit (ITGAV) in CPCs with low reparative 

capacity (CPCslow) is highly correlated with improvements in predicted functional 

outcomes. We investigate how CPCs from four different donors with differing 
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characteristics (high/low reparative capacity and high/low ITGAV signaling) respond to 

culture on PCL or PCL + FN scaffolds and how knockdown of ITGAV affects these 

responses. Finally, we implant PCL + FN patches seeded with CPCslow that have high 

ITGAV expression into a rodent model of RVHF. We find that these PCL + FN + CPClow 

patches improve function, increase angiogenesis, and decrease myocyte hypertrophy in the 

right ventricle compared to their PCL + CPClow patch counterparts. Taken together, this 

work demonstrates how statistical modeling can be used to identify mechanisms of cellular 

responses to cardiac patch biomaterials and how these mechanisms can be exploited to 

improve cardiac patch design. 

4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Chemicals and materials  

 All materials were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific Life Sciences unless 

otherwise stated. PCL (Mn ≈ 80 kDa), 2,2,2-trifluroroethanol, and Bouin’s solution were 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Ham’s F12 medium and Matrigel® were obtained from 

Corning. Fetal bovine serum was obtained from GE Healthcare. L-glutamine was 

purchased from MP Biochemicals, and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) was 

purchased from Stem Cell Technologies. TRIzol was purchased from Invitrogen. 

Endothelial cell media (EGMTM-2 BulletKit) was purchased from Lonza. ITGAV siRNA, 

control siRNA, siRNA Transfection Reagent, and siRNA Transfection Medium were 

purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Isoflurane, USP was purchased from Piramal 

Healthcare. Histo-Clear was purchased from VWR.  

4.3.2 Computational analysis of CPC patients and integrin expression 
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 RV functional benefit following CPC injection for CPCs from 32 different patients 

was predicted using a PLSR model previously published by Shoja-Taheri et al218. Briefly, 

the PLSR model created using SIMCA-P software was based on the top 300 genes that 

were the most important signals for influencing functional outcomes and trained on 

previously acquired functional outcomes in rat pulmonary artery band (PAB) models. Gene 

expression values as measured by RNA-seq in a previously described process218 were then 

used to train a model to predict the functional responses (tricuspid annular plane systolic 

excursion (TAPSE), angiogenesis, fibrosis, and RV wall thickness). Based on these 

functional responses, CPCs were sorted into a high reparative capacity (CPChigh) or low 

reparative capacity group (CPClow). High reparative CPCs had predicted functional 

outcomes that were at least within 10% of healthy values in all categories. Each of the 

predicted functional responses was regressed against expression of 11 different integrin 

subunits (ITGA1, ITGA2, ITGA3, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGAV, ITGB1, ITGB2, ITGB3, 

ITGB4, and ITGB5) for both the CPChigh and CPClow subsets. A given integrin was said to 

significantly correlate with improvements in each outcome if the correlation was positive 

and the p-value of the regression was less than 0.05. CPC patients for further use were then 

chosen based on their ITGAV expression and reparative capacity. Four different patients 

(896, 903, 924, and 956) were chosen to give every possible combination of high or low 

reparative capacity and high or low ITGAV expression. 

4.3.3 Fabrication of electrospun PCL and PCL + FN scaffolds 

Scaffolds made of PCL electrospun nanofibers were fabricated using the traditional 

electrospinning process. Typically, a PCL solution with a concentration of 12 wt.% was 

prepared by dissolving PCL pellets in 2,2,2-trifluroroethanol under magnetic stirring for 
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12 h at room temperature. The PCL solution was injected at a rate of 1.0 mL/h through a 

blunt needle with a syringe pump. The needle was located at a distance of 20 cm from a 

ground mandrel, which was covered by aluminum foil. An optimized voltage (DC, 15 kV) 

was applied between the needle and the grounded mandrel to obtain a stable polymer jet. 

A rotating rate of 1000 rpm for the mandrel was used to collect the aligned nanofibers. The 

electrospinning process was carried out at room temperature and a relative humidity of 

40%. After collection for 4 h, the as-obtained mats were peeled off from the aluminum foil 

and further dried at ambient temperature to remove the residual organic solvent. 

Afterwards, the PCL mats were treated with oxygen for 2 min in a plasma cleaner (Plasma 

Etch PE50). The mats were cut into 15 mm disks and sterilized under UV light for 30 min 

for both sides. To coat fibronectin, the mats were incubated in a fibronectin solution (1 

µg/mL) overnight at 4 °C, followed by washing with PBS buffer and CPC media. 

4.3.4 CPC isolation and culture 

 This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Children’s 

Healthcare of Atlanta and Emory University. CPCs were isolated from patients undergoing 

routine surgery for various forms of CHD. A biopsy from the right atrial appendage (~70-

100 mg) was obtained and transported in Krebs-Ringer solution with 35 mM NaCl, 4.75 

mM KCl, 1.2 mM KH2PO4, 16 mM Na2HPO4, 134 mM sucrose, 25 mM NaHCO3, 10 mM 

glucose, 10 mM HEPES, and 30 mM 2,3‐butanedione monoxime, at a pH of 7.4 with 

NaOH. CPCs were isolated within 4 hours of acquiring the biopsy via magnetic bead 

sorting against the c-Kit protein using a process previously described216. Following 

isolation, CPCs were cultured in Ham’s F12 media with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% Pen-

Strep, 1% L-glutamine, and 0.01 ng/mL bFGF (growth media). 
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4.3.5 Integrin adhesion array 

 The protein expression of α and β integrin subunits of each CPC patient (896, 903, 

924, 956) was quantified using an Alpha/Beta Integrin-Mediated Cell Adhesion Array 

Combo Kit (Millipore Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, a total 

suspension of 1 million cells was dissociated form culture plates using 5 mM EDTA. A 

total of 10,000 cells of each CPC patient were seeded into each well of two columns (in 

other words, run in duplicate) of the Alpha Integrin mAb Array and Beta Integrin mAb 

Array plates and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. Following incubation, cells were washed 

with Assay Buffer, stained with Cell Stain Solution, and treated with Extraction Buffer to 

produce solubilized stain in each well. The absorbance of each well was then read on a 

microplate reader (BioTek Synergy 2) at 550 nm.  

4.3.6 CPC culture on PCL and PCL + FN patches for in vitro experiments 

 PCL or PCL + FN patches with a diameter of 15 mm were placed in the wells of a 

24-well plate using Sigma-Aldrich CellcrownTM 24-well plate inserts. A total of 350,000 

CPCs were seeded on each patch. CPCs were maintained in 2 mL of growth media for 2 

days before being quiesced in Ham’s F12 medium supplemented with Insulin-Transferrin-

Selenium, 1% Pen-Strep, 1% L-glutamine, and 0.01 ng/mL bFGF for 1 day (treatment 

media). Following quiescence, the culture media was collected and termed the conditioned 

media of each patch. The conditioned media was then stored at -80°C until further 

experimentation.  

4.3.7 CPC mRNA expression measured by RT-PCR 
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 Total RNA was extracted from CPCs cultured on each patch using TRIzol reagent 

following the one-day quiescence in treatment media. First strand cDNA synthesis was 

performed with M-MLV reverse transcriptase primed by random hexamers and 

oligo(dT)18. Real-time PCR was performed using the StepOne system and SYBR Green 

fluorescence. Primer sequences are shown in Table S1. 

4.3.8 Rat cardiac fibroblast TGF-β stimulation assay 

 Rat cardiac fibroblasts (RCFs) were cultured in 24-well plates before being 

quiesced for 12 hours. Following quiescence, RCFs were cultured in conditioned media 

from the different patches for another 12 hours. Finally, RCFs were stimulated with 10 

ng/mL transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) added directly to the conditioned media 

for another 12 hours. Following TGF-β stimulation, RNA was collected, and RT-PCR was 

run using the same protocol described above in section 2.6. Primer sequences for RCF 

fibrotic gene expression are shown in Table S1. 

4.3.9 CEC tube formation assay 

 A total of 10 µl of Matrigel was pipetted into each well of an Ibidi µ-Slide. The 

Matrigel-coated slide was then centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 2 minutes and incubated at 

37°C for 30 minutes. During this incubation, cardiac endothelial cells (CECs) were 

trypsinized, and 10,000 cells were seeded in each Matrigel-coated well of the slide. CECs 

were then incubated in 25 µl of endothelial cell basal media and 25 µl of each patch’s 

conditioned media for 20 hours. Following incubation, CECs were stained in calcein-AM 

dye at a concentration of 2 mg/mL and imaged on a fluorescence microscope. The 
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Angiogenesis Analyzer plug-in for ImageJ was used to quantify the total tube length of the 

CECs. 

4.3.10 Knockdown of ITGAV 

 ITGAV was knocked down using an ITGAV siRNA (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 

sc-29373) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, cells were seeded in a 6-

well plate in antibiotic-free growth media for 24 hours. For each well, 8 µl of the ITGAV 

siRNA duplex and 6 µl of siRNA Transfection Agent were each diluted in 100 µl of siRNA 

Transfection Medium. The two solutions containing the siRNA duplex and siRNA 

Transfection Agent were combined and incubated at room temperature for 45 minutes. 

Each well was washed with 2 mL of Transfection Medium and 0.8 mL of the 

duplex/Transfection Agent solution was added to each well. Following a 7-hour incubation, 

1 mL of growth media with 2x fetal bovine serum and 2x antibiotic concentrations was 

added on to each well. The cells were incubated another 24 hours, and the media was 

changed to full growth media. Following one final 24-hour incubation, cells were either 

seeded onto patches for experimentation or cultured in 24-well plates for the same time 

course as the patch experiments. RT-PCR was performed on the cells in 24-well plates at 

the end of the time course to confirm ITGAV knockdown. ITGAV expression was 

compared to control cells that underwent the same procedures described here but with a 

control siRNA duplex.  

4.3.11 Rat pulmonary artery banding model 

 All studies were approved by the Emory Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee. Adolescent athymic rats (Crl:NIH-Foxn1rnu) (~150 g) were obtained from 
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Charles River Laboratories. Rats were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane, USP, orally 

intubated, and ventilated. A left thoracotomy was performed to expose the pulmonary 

trunk. The pulmonary artery (PA) was then partially ligated over an 18-guage angiocatheter 

with a silk thread under the PA. The catheter was removed rapidly to allow for antegrade 

flow through the band. Sham rats were given the same procedure minus the PA banding. 

Two weeks following PAB, rats were randomized, and patches were implanted in a blinded 

manner. 

4.3.12 Patch implantation 

 For patch implantation, 1.5 million pooled neonatal CPCs, pooled child CPCs, or 

CPCs from patient 956 were seeded onto 15-mm-diameter circular random- or aligned-

fiber PCL or PCL + FN patches seeded in 24-well plates. Patches were anchored to the 

bottom of the well using sterilized metal rings with an inner diameter of 13 mm and an 

outer diameter of 15 mm. Control, cell-free patches were anchored to the well like those 

seeded with cells and incubated in media. The day following cell seeding, a thoracotomy 

was performed using the same procedure described above to expose the heart. Patches were 

removed from the well plate and cut to an area of ~10 mm. The pericardial sac was exposed 

and pulled back, and the patch was carefully placed onto the RV of the heart, tucked under 

the pericardium. Patches remained attached to the RV via surface tension. 

4.3.13 Cell injection 

A total of 500,000 CPCs from patient 956-labeled cells, were resuspended in 75 µl 

saline and injected under echocardiographic guidance into the RV free wall using a 28-

gauge BD Insulin Syringe with 12.7 mm BD Micro-Fine short bevel needle mounted on a 
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stereotactic frame (BD Medical Technology). A recording of the echocardiographic video 

of injection was taken to ensure no leakage out the RV occurred during injection.  

4.3.14 Echocardiography 

 Transthoracic echocardiography was performed longitudinally at Weeks -2, 0, 2 

and 4 using a Vevo 2100 digital high-frequency ultrasound system (FujiFilm Visualsonics). 

Tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE) was performed in the apical four-

chamber M-mode. Right atrial (RA) diameter was measured perpendicular from the 

tricuspid valve to the opposing wall in the apical four-chamber view in B-mode at the end 

of systole. RV wall thickness was measured in the two-dimensional short-axis view in M-

mode. RV end diastolic and end systolic two-dimensional areas were measured in the four-

chamber view in B-mode. RV fractional area change was then calculated as 

𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎−𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
.  

4.3.15 Histological tissue section staining 

 Rats were sacrificed at 4 weeks post-patch implantation and hearts were explanted 

for histological staining. The hearts were fixed in 10% formalin for 4 hours, cryoprotected 

in 30% sucrose overnight, and embedded in OCT medium. Hearts were then flash frozen 

in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C before further analysis. Hearts were cut into 8 µm 

sections using a Leica CM1520 Cryostat. Sections were stained in Isolectin B4 (IB4), 

wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), or Picrosirius red solutions. For IB4 and WGA staining, 

antigen retrieval was performed using sodium citrate solution, and sections were the 

blocked in 4% goat serum. The sections were then incubated overnight with IB4 (1:25 
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dilution) (Vector Laboratories, FL-1201) and WGA (1:200 dilution) (Vector Laboratories, 

RL10225) antibodies in blocking solution at 4°C. The following day, the sections were 

mounted using VECTASHIELD HardSet Antifade Mounting Medium with DAPI (Vector 

Laboratories, H-1500) and imaged using fluorescent microscopy. IB4 staining of vessels 

was quantified using CellProfilerTM software. WGA staining of myocyte area was 

quantified using ImageJ.  

For Picrosirius red staining, sections were fixed in 10% formalin, incubated in 

Bouin’s solution, and stained in Picrosirius red for 1 hour. The sections were then washed 

in acidified water, cleared in Histo-Clear, and dehydrated in ethanol. The slides were then 

mounted in Cytoseal and imaged using a Hamamatsu Nanozoomer 2.0HT slide scanner. 

Fibrosis in these sections was quantified using the Threshold Colour ImageJ plugin (G. 

Landini software, https://blog.bham.ac.uk/intellimic/g-landini-software/).  

4.3.16 Statistical analysis 

 All statistical analysis was performed in GraphPad Prism 8, and all numerical data 

is represented as mean ± standard deviation. All comparisons of PCL versus PCL + FN 

patches use a paired Student’s t-test to test significance. A two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 

post-hoc analysis was used to test significance in longitudinal echocardiography data and 

to confirm differences in pressure gradients following PAB surgery. An unpaired Student’s 

t-test was used to analyze echocardiographic changes between two groups at specific time 

points. A one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test was used to analyze histological 

staining data. All sample sizes are noted in the captions for each figure. 
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Identification of ITGAV as a mediator of decreased CPClow reparative capacity  

 Integrins are cell surface proteins that bind to the surrounding ECM to mediate cell 

adhesion259. Binding of integrins to the ECM protein FN has been shown to activate 

downstream signaling pathways that facilitate cardiac progenitor cell reparative 

function243. Therefore, we used statistical modeling methods to identify key integrins 

whose binding to FN may lead to improvement in CPClow reparative capacity we have 

previously observed10. We used a previously published PLSR model based on RNA-seq 

data to predict functional outcomes for CPCs isolated from 32 different pediatric donors 

(Figure 17A). Using these predictions, CPCs were designated as either CPClow (low in 

reparative capacity) or CPChigh (high in reparative capacity) (Table 2). 
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Figure 17. Computational modeling of CPC predicted outcomes and integrin expression. 

(A) PLSR analysis of CPC gene expression and functional outcomes plotted in principal 

component space. (B) Linear regressions of ITGAV expression and predicted functional 

outcomes from the PLSR model in a subset of CPCs that are low in reparative capacity. 
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Table 1. List of CPC patients and their designation as “High” or “Low” reparative capacity 

based on predicted functional outcomes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A given donor’s cells were considered CPChigh if they were predicted to significantly 

increase tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE), increase angiogenesis, 

decrease fibrosis, and decrease RV wall thickness218. We performed individual linear 

regressions to examine correlations between 7 predicted functional outcomes 

Patient Number Reparative Capacity  

896 Low 

902 Low 

903 High 

924 High 

925 High 

926 Low 

930 High 

938 Low 

940 Low 

956 Low 

957 Low 

975 Low 

985 High 

998 High 

1045 High 

1048 Low 

1050 High 

1057 High 

1059 High 

1063 High 

1065 High 

1066 High 

1075 High 

1082 High 

1083 High 

1089 Low 

1092 Low 

1094 Low 

1096 Low 

1097 Low 

1099 Low 
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(angiogenesis, fibrosis reduction, migration, proliferation, TAPSE at 2 weeks post-cell 

injection, TAPSE at 4 weeks post-cell injection, and wall thickness reduction) and RNA 

levels of 11 different integrin subunits (ITGA1, ITGA2, ITGA3, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGAV, 

ITGB1, ITGB2, ITGB3, ITGB4, and ITGB5) as measured by RNA-seq. The regressions 

were run for separately on both CPCslow and CPCshigh. Because in our previous study only 

CPCslow had increased reparative capacity on PCL +  FN patches, we specifically looked 

for integrins that fit two criteria: 1) are a known FN receptor and 2) were significantly 

correlated with improvements in predicted outcomes of CPCslow10. Expression of ITGAV 

was significantly correlated with improvements in all but one predicted outcome 

(proliferation) (Table 3 and Figure 17B). No other integrins that bind FN were significantly 

correlated with improvements in predicted outcomes. Therefore, we sought to confirm 

experimentally that ITGAV is a key mediator of improved CPClow function on PCL + FN 

patches. 
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Table 2. Significance values for linear regressions of outcomes and expressions of 

integrins as measured by RNA-seq for High Reparative Capacity CPCs (top) and Low 

Reparative Capacity CPCs (bottom). The expression of 11 integrin subunits (ITGA1, 

ITGA2, ITGA3, ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGAV, ITGB1, ITGB2, ITGB3, ITGB4, and ITGB5) 

were correlated with the 7 outcomes listed in the tables. 
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4.4.2 Selection of CPC donors  

 To improve the success rate of cardiac patches using autologous cells for CHD, the 

variability of patient donors must be considered when picking an appropriate biomaterial. 

We have obtained tissue biopsies from 32 different patients undergoing surgery for CHD 

and isolated CPCs from these biopsies using a previously described method216. From these 

32 different patient-derived CPCs, we chose CPCs from 4 different donors based on 

ITGAV expression and CPC reparative capacity (Figure 18A). These 4 different donors 

(896, 956, 924, 903) gave every possible combination of high or low ITGAV expression 

and high or low reparative capacity (Figure 18B). We confirmed these patterns of ITGAV 

expression in each patient by measuring the protein expression of two integrins in the αV 

family (αVβ3 and αVβ5) using an integrin-mediated assay (Figure 18C). Based on our 

computational results, we then expected that only patient 956 (CPClow with high ITGAV 

expression) would show improved function on PCL + FN patches.  
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Figure 18. Selection of 4 CPC donors (896, 903, 924, 956) and integrin expression 

measured by an integrin-mediated adhesion assay. (A) ITGAV expression for 32 different 

patients as measured by RNA-seq is shown. (B) The 4 patients selected give every possible 

combination of high or low ITGAV expression and high or low reparative capacity. (C) 

Protein expression of αVβ3 and αVβ5 integrins in each of 4 CPC patients as measured by 

integrin-mediated adhesion assay. (n = 3-5) 

 

4.4.3 Reparative paracrine secretion of individual patient CPCs on PCL versus PCL + 

FN patches 

  Cell engraftment following injection into the myocardium is estimated to be 0.1 to 

10%, but many cell therapies still elicit modest functional improvements147,224,225,240. 

Therefore, injected cells most likely improve cardiac function by secreting reparative 

paracrine factors rather than differentiating to a functioning cell population. We measured 

the gene expression of several cardiac transcription factors and endothelial lineage markers 

in the 4 different CPCs (896, 956, 924, and 903) cultured on PCL and PCL + FN patches 
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and found no differences in expression for any CPC on PCL compared to PCL + FN 

patches (Figure 19). 

  

Figure 19. Transcript expression of ITGAV, cardiac transcription factors (MEF2C, 

GATA4, Nkx2.5), and endothelial lineage markers (CD-31, FLT1, vWF, VeCad, and 

FLK1) measured by RT-PCR in (A) 956s, (B) 896s, (C) 903s, and (D) 924s on PCL and 

PCL + FN patches. (n = 5-6) 

Our expectation was that most functional benefits conferred by our patches would 

likely be due to paracrine signaling and not cellular differentiation. To this end, we 

investigated the anti-fibrotic and pro-angiogenic paracrine secretion of PCL versus PCL + 
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FN patches seeded with each of the 4 different patient-derived CPCs. To measure the 

ability of patch conditioned media (CM) to decrease fibrotic gene expression, we cultured 

rat cardiac fibroblasts (RCFs) in each patch’s CM and stimulated the RCFs with TGF-β to 

induce fibrotic gene expression. As shown in Figure 20A, CM from PCL + FN patches 

with patient 956 (CPClow with high ITGAV expression) significantly decreased vimentin 

(VIM) (p < 0.05) and decreased connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) expression, 

though not statistically significant (p = 0.068) compared to PCL patches with the same 

cells. Notably, in the 896 group PCL + FN patch CM decreased VIM expression compared 

to PCL patch CM, although not in a statistically significant manner (p = 0.057) (Figure 

20B). For patches seeded with patient 903 or patient 924, CM from PCL + FN did not 

significantly decrease the expression of any fibrotic gene measured (Figure 20C and D). 

 

Figure 20. Fibrotic gene expression in RCFs following culture in patch CM. Differences 

in the fibrotic gene expression of RCFs cultured in CM collected from either PCL or PCL 

+ FN patches with A) 956s, B) 896s, C) 903s, or D) 924s. (n = 4-6, *p < 0.05 by Student’s 

t-test) 
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To examine the differences in angiogenic paracrine secretion of each patch, we 

measured tube formation of rat primary cardiac endothelial cells (CECs) cultured in patch 

CM. Figure 21A shows representative fluorescence images of CECs following culture in 

the different patch CMs. In Figure 21B, quantification of tube formation shows that PCL 

+ FN patch CM led to more tube formation than PCL patch CM only in the patient 956 

group (p < 0.05). For patches seeded with patients 896, 924, and 903, there were no 

differences in tube formation when using PCL + FN patch CM versus PCL patch CM. 

These results demonstrate that, like anti-fibrotic paracrine secretion, only the CPClow, high-

ITGAV-expressing cell line improved angiogenic paracrine secretion on PCL + FN 

patches.  
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Figure 21. CEC tube formation in patch CM. (A) Representative fluorescence images of 

CEC tube formation on Matrigel following incubation in CM collected from PCL and PCL 

+ FN patches with 956s, 896s, 924s, or 903s. Calcein-AM staining is shown in green. Scale 

bar = 300 µm (B) Quantification of total tube length of CECs in each patch’s CM. (n=5-6,                  

*p < 0.05 by Student’s t-test) 

 

4.4.4 Knockdown of ITGAV in patient 956 leads to loss of improved paracrine secretion 

on PCL + FN patches 

 We hypothesized that the improved paracrine secretion of patient 956 on PCL + FN 

patches was due to the binding of the αv
 integrin to FN on the patch surface. Therefore, we 

knocked down the expression of αv
 integrin (ITGAV) in this cell line using siRNA 

transfection. Figure 22A shows that transfection of patient 956 CPCs with an siRNA 

targeted to ITGAV significantly decreased ITGAV expression. We then ran both 
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conditioned media experiments (RCF fibrotic gene expression assay and tube formation 

assay) with PCL and PCL + FN patches seeded with the ITGAV knockout (KO) cells. 

After ITGAV KO in patient 956, CM from PCL + FN patches failed to decrease RCF 

fibrotic gene expression (Figure 22B) or increase CEC tube formation (Figure 22C) 

compared to CM from PCL patches, in contrast to Figure 20 and Figure 21. Based on this 

data, expression of ITGAV in 956s is necessary for 956s to develop improved reparative 

secretion on PCL + FN patches. 

 

Figure 22. Knockdown of ITGAV in 956s. (A) ITGAV expression as measured by RT-

PCR in control 956s versus 956s transfected with ITGAV siRNA. (n = 3, **p < 0.01) (B) 

RCF fibrotic gene expression in PCL and PCL + FN patch CM seeded with 956 ITGAV 

KO cells (n = 3). (C) CEC tube formation expression in PCL and PCL + FN patch CM 

seeded with 956 ITGAV KO cells. Representative images show Calcein-AM staining in 

green. Scale bar = 300 µm. (n = 3) 
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4.4.5 Knock-in of ITGAV in patient 896 does not lead to improved paracrine secretion 

on PCL + FN patches 

We showed that culturing the CPClow, low-ITGAV-expressing patient 896 on PCL 

+ FN patches did not improve paracrine secretion and that sufficiently high ITGAV 

expression is necessary for this improvement to occur. To examine if increased ITGAV 

expression would lead to improved paracrine secretion of patient 896 CPCs on PCL + FN 

patches, we knocked in ITGAV expression in 896s using an ITGAV overexpression (ITAV 

KI) plasmid. Shown in Figure 23A, transfection with the ITGAV KI plasmid significantly 

increased ITGAV expression in 896s compared to the control 896s (p < 0.05). However, 

after using CM from patches seeded with ITGAV KI 896s in a RCF fibrotic gene 

expression assay and a tube formation assay, we found no increases in anti-fibrotic and 

pro-angiogenic paracrine secretion from PCL + FN patches compared to their PCL patch 

counterparts (Figure 23B and C). When combined with the ITGAV knockout experiments, 

these data suggest that expression of ITGAV is necessary but not sufficient to improve 

reparative paracrine secretion of CPCslow on PCL + FN patches. 
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Figure 23. Knock-in of ITGAV in 896s. (A) ITGAV expression as measured by RT-PCR 

in control 896s versus 896ss transfected with a ITGAV over-expression plasmid. (n = 4, 

*p < 0.05) (B) RCF fibrotic gene expression in PCL and PCL + FN patch CM seeded with 

896 ITGAV KI cells (n = 3). (C) CEC tube formation expression in PCL and PCL + FN 

patch CM seeded with 896 ITGAV KI cells. Representative images show Calcein-AM 

staining in green. Scale bar = 300 µm. (n = 3). 

 

4.4.6 In vivo approach to assess cardiac patch therapy in a rat model of RVHF 

Cardiac cell therapy has shown promise in treating RVHF, but cell injection is often 

hampered by low retention at the injection site233. Therefore, a cardiac patch may improve 

right ventricular function by enhancing cell retention and sustaining reparative paracrine 

secretion at the implantation site. To this end, we tested several different types of PCL 

nanofibrous patches in a pulmonary artery banding (PAB) rat model of RVHF. To 
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accomplish this, we first measured how efficiently CPCs were retained following seeding 

onto PCL patches anchored to the bottom of a 24-well plate by a metal ring with an inner 

diameter of 13 mm (Figure 24A). We tested two different seeding densities, 1 million cells 

and 5 million cells, and counted the cells following seeding to measure the true number of 

cells retained on each patch. Figure 24B shows representative images of DAPI staining of 

CPCs retained on random- and aligned-fiber patches at an initial seeding density of 1 

million or 5 million cells per patch. As expected, the initial seeding density of 5 million 

cells yielded a higher a total of cells retained on the patches. However, a higher fraction of 

the initial density (~33%) was retained on the patches when an initial seeding density of 1 

million cells was used (Figure 24C). We therefore estimate that seeding 1.5 million cells 

with will be sufficient to retain ~500,000 cell on the patch. This amount of cells is the same 

amount that has been used in previous studies of cell therapy in a rat PAB model225.  
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Figure 24. Setup for seeding cells on patches. (A) Representative image of a 15 mm-

diameter patch seeded in the well of a 24-well plate anchored by a metal ring with an inner 

diameter of 13 mm. (B) Representative images of nuclei stained with DAPI (blue) and (C) 

quantification of total cell number and fraction of initial density seeded on random- or 

aligned-fiber patches after an initial seeding density of 1 million or 5 million cells was 

used. (n=5-6, ***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05 by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test)  

Following cell seeding, patches were then implanted onto the RV 2 weeks 

following PAB surgery (Figure 25A). At 4 weeks post-patch implantation, rats were 

sacrificed to examine histological changes and to confirm retention of the patch on the RV. 

Figure 25B shows a whole-heart view with the implanted patch still intact on the 

epicardium of the RV 4 weeks post-patch implantation. We also were able to observe that 

the patches remained attached to the RV and remained cellularized 4 weeks post-

implantation through isolectin B4 (IB4) staining DAPI, respectively (Figure 25C). 
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Figure 25. In vivo experimental design and patch retention. (A) Experimental timeline of 

PAB injury and patch implantation. (B) Patch retention on the RV 4 weeks following 

implantation. (C) Representative images of patches attached to the RV in tissue sections 

collected 4 weeks following implantation. DAPI (nuclei) staining is shown in blue and 

isolectin B4 (IB4) staining (total patch area) is shown in green. Scale bar = 200 µm. 

 We measured RV function of the PAB rats longitudinally using echocardiography 

(Figure 25A). To ensure that the PAB surgery induced pressure overload in the RV, we 

measured the PA mean pressure gradient at baseline (Week -2) and at two weeks post-PAB 

surgery (Week 0). The mean pressure gradient across the PA was significantly increased 

in all treatment groups other than the Sham group 2 weeks post-PAB surgery, confirming 

that the banding had induced a pressure overload in the RV (Figure 26).  
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Figure 26. Mean pressure gradient across the pulmonary artery (PA) for pooled cell line 

(top) and patient-specific cell (bottom) studies at baseline and 2 weeks after PAB surgery. 

(n=6 Sham, n=5 PAB, n=7-8 PCL, n=6 PCL + FN, n = 8 for Random + Neo, n = 7-8 for 

Aligned + Neo, n = 7-8 Random + Child, n = 6-8 Aligned + Child, n = 8 Random (No 

cells), n = 7-8 Aligned (No cells), ***p<0.001 by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-

hoc test). 

 

4.4.7 Implantation of non-specific PCL patches 

We first attempted to create an allogeneic “off-the-shelf” cardiac patch without 

considering the characteristics of the donors of the CPCs used in the patches. We implanted 

the six following patch groups in our rat model of PAB:  random-fiber PCL + neonatal 
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CPC patches (Random + Neo), aligned-fiber PCL + neonatal CPC patches (Aligned + 

Neo), random-fiber PCL + child CPC patches (Random + Child), aligned-fiber PCL + child 

CPC patches (Aligned + Child), cell-free random-fiber PCL patches (Random (No cells)), 

cell-free aligned-fiber PCL patches (Aligned (No cells)). These patches used pooled cell 

lines and PCL scaffolds not specifically designed to any CPC patient. 

 Raw echocardiographic values of RV function in rats in each of the treatment and 

control groups are shown in Figure 27. PAB group rats received only the PAB surgery and 

Sham group rats received a sham PAB surgery. There were no statistically significant 

changes in the four echocardiographic parameters measured in the RV:  tricuspid annular 

plane systolic excursion (TAPSE), right atrial (RA) Area, right ventricular wall thickness 

(RVWT), and right ventricular fractional area change (RVFAC). We also reported 

differences in echocardiographic parameters as a change to the Week 0 values (just before 

patch implantation) to account for varying degrees of injury observed in the raw data 

(Figure 28). The only instance in which patch implantation improved RV function was in 

the Random + Neo group where RVWT was decreased compared to the PAB group at 

Week 4 (Figure 28D). These results demonstrate that, even when the more reparative 

neonatal CPCs are used, non-specific PCL patches are not able to improve RV function. 
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Figure 27. Raw values for A) tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE), B) right 

atrial (RA) Area, C) right ventricular wall thickness (RVWT), and D) right ventricular 

fractional area change (RVFAC) in rats treated with random-fiber PCL + neonatal CPC 

patches (Random + Neo), aligned-fiber PCL + neonatal CPC patches (Aligned + Neo), 

random-fiber PCL + child CPC patches (Random + Child), aligned-fiber PCL + child CPC 

patches (Aligned + Child), cell-free random-fiber PCL patches (Random (No cells)), cell-

free aligned-fiber PCL patches (Aligned (No cells)), and PAB only or Sham rats over time. 

(n = 6 for Sham, n = 5 for PAB, n = 8 for Random + Neo, n = 7-8 for Aligned + Neo, n = 

7-8 Random + Child, n = 6-8 Aligned + Child, n = 8 Random (No cells), n = 7-8 Aligned 

(No cells)) 
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Figure 28. Normalized values for (A) TAPSE, (B) RA Area, (C) RVWT and (D) RVFAC 

over time in rats treated with Random + Neo, Aligned + Neo, Random + Child, Aligned + 

Child, Random (No cells), and Aligned (No cells) patches. Animals receiving PAB only 

are also reported. All values are reported as a change (Δ) to Week 0 values. (n = 5 for PAB, 

n = 8 for Random + Neo, n = 7-8 for Aligned + Neo, n = 7-8 Random + Child, n = 6-8 

Aligned + Child, n = 8 Random (No cells), n = 7-8 Aligned (No cells), *p < 0.05 vs. PAB 

by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test) All values are reported as a change (Δ) 

to Week 0 values. 

 

4.4.8 Implantation of patient-specific PCL + FN + patient 956 patches 

Autologous cell therapy for RVHF in CHD patients has shown promise but may 

suffer from the patient-to-patient variance in cell quality218,232. Further, non-specific PCL 

patches loaded with pooled lines of CPCs were not able to improve RV function (Figure 

27 and 28) Therefore, designing cardiac patches to improve a specific patient’s cells may 

prove a superior treatment compared to cell injection. To this end, we tested PCL and PCL 

+ FN patches loaded with CPCs from patient 956 in a PAB rat model of RVHF. Based on 
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our computational modeling and in vitro data, we expect that the specifically designed PCL 

+ FN patches with patient 956 CPCs will improve RV function. 

We first attempted to test the efficacy of PCL patches loaded with CPCs from patient 

956 (PCL + 956) and PCL + FN patches loaded with CPCs from patient 956 (PCL + FN + 

956) against the efficacy of an injection of CPCs from patient 956. Echocardiographic 

values of RV function from Week 0 to Week 4 for these groups and the control groups are 

shown in Figure 29. Unfortunately, the files containing the baseline (Week -2) values for 

the cell injection only group were corrupted during file transfer. Because PAB injury could 

therefore not be confirmed following surgery, the cell injection only group was omitted 

from further analysis.  

 

Figure 29. Raw values for (A) TAPSE, (B) RA Area, (C) RVWT and (D) RVFAC in rats 

treated with PCL + 956 patches, PCL + FN + 956 patches, cell injection only and PAB 

only rats. Baseline (Week -2) values are omitted. (n = 5 for PAB, n = 5-8 for PCL, n = 5-6 

for PCL + FN, n = 7 Cells only)  
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As was done for the non-specific patch study, we reported differences in 

echocardiographic parameters as a change to the Week 0 values to account for varying 

degrees of injury observed in the raw data (Figure 30). Figure 31A and B show the changes 

in TAPSE and RA area over time, respectively. We found that at 2 weeks post-patch 

implantation, PCL + FN + 956 patches significantly improved TAPSE compared to the 

PAB alone (p < 0.05) and improved over PCL + 956 patch groups, though this was not 

considered statistically significant (p = 0.0829) (Figure 31C). RA area was significantly 

decreased by both the PCL + FN + 956 (p < 0.001) and PCL + 956 (p < 0.05) patch groups 

compared to the PAB alone group (Figure 31D). At 4 weeks post-patch implantation, 

TAPSE was increased in the PCL + FN + 956 group compared to the PCL + 956 and PAB 

groups, although this time not in a statistically significant manner (Figure 31E). However, 

RA area was significantly decreased at 4 weeks in the PCL + FN + 956 group compared to 

both PCL + 956 (p < 0.05) and (p < 0.001) PAB groups (Figure 31F). There were no 

statistically significant changes in RVFAC or RVWT observed (Figure 32).  
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Figure 30. Raw values for (A) TAPSE, (B) RA Area, (C) RVWT and (D) RVFAC in rats 

treated with PCL + 956 patches, PCL + FN + 956 patches, and PAB only or Sham rats over 

time. (n = 8 for Sham, n = 5 for PAB, n = 5-8 for PCL, n = 5-6 for PCL + FN) 
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Figure 31. RV in PAB rats function measured by echocardiography following patch 

implantation. A) TAPSE and B) RA area values in rats treated with PCL + 956 patches, 

PCL + FN patches, or PAB only rats over time. (n = 5 for PAB, n = 5-8 for PCL, n = 5-6 

for PCL + FN, **p < 0.01 vs PAB, #p < 0.05 vs PCL by two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 

post-hoc test) C) TAPSE and D) RA area values in rats treated with PCL + 956 patches, 

PCL + FN patches, or PAB only at 2 weeks following patch implantation. (*p < 0.05,     

***p < 0.001 by Student’s t-test) E) TAPSE and F) RA area values in rats treated with PCL 

+ 956 patches, PCL + FN patches, or PAB only at 4 weeks following patch implantation. 

(*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001 by Student’s t-test) All values are reported as a change (Δ) to 

Week 0 values. 
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Figure 32. A) RVWT and B) RVFAC values (change to Week 0) in rats treated with PCL 

+ 956 patches, PCL + FN + 956 patches, or PAB only rats over time. (n = 5 for PAB,            

n = 5-8 for PCL, n = 5-6 for PCL + FN) 

 

4.4.9 Histological changes to the RV myocardium following patch implantation 

 Pressure overload in the RV is marked by increased fibrosis, decreased vessel 

density, and myocyte hypertrophy41,260. Therefore, we examined the cellular effects of 

treatment with PCL + 956 or PCL + FN + 956 patches on the hearts of PAB animals 

through immunohistochemistry. Both PCL and PCL + FN patch groups increased fibrosis 

compared to the PAB (p < 0.01) and Sham groups (p < 0.001) (Figure 33).  

 

Figure 33. Fibrosis content in the RV of Sham and PAB animals and animals treated with 

PCL + 956 patches or PCL + FN + 956 patches. Brightfield images of picrosirius red-

stained sections are shown to the right and quantified fibrosis is shown to the left. (n = 6 

Sham, n = 5 PAB, n = 8 PCL, n = 6 PCL + FN) 
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Vessel density was significantly decreased in the PAB (p < 0.05) and PCL + 956      

(p < 0.01) patch groups compared to the Sham group. However, we observed no significant 

difference in vessel density between the Sham and PCL + FN + 956 group (Figure 7A). 

Similarly, myocyte hypertrophy was significantly increased for the PAB (p < 0.05) and 

PCL + FN (p < 0.01) patch groups, but no significant changes in myocyte hypertrophy 

between the Sham and PCL + FN + 956 groups were present (Figure 7B). In total, 

implantation of PCL + FN + 956 led to improved in vivo outcomes in a PAB rat model of 

RVHF while PCL + 956 patches did not. 

 

Figure 34. Vessel density in the RV of Sham animals, PAB animals, and animals treated 

with PCL + 956 or PCL + FN + 956 patches. Quantification is shown to the left of 

representative IB4 staining shown in green. Scale bar = 50 µm. (n = 6 Sham, n = 5 PAB, n 

= 7-8 PCL, n = 6 PCL + FN, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 

post-hoc test) 
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Figure 35. Myocyte hypertrophy in the RV of Sham animals, PAB animals, and animals 

treated with PCL + 956 or PCL + FN + 956 patches. Quantification is shown to the left of 

representative wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) staining shown in red. Scale bar = 50 µm. 

Scale bar = 50 µm. (n = 6 Sham, n = 5 PAB, n = 7-8 PCL, n = 6 PCL + FN, *p < 0.05,   

**p < 0.01 by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test) 

 

4.5 Discussion 

 CHD remains the number one cause of birth-defect related death despite advances 

in surgical techniques and treatments over the past several decades261,262. Cell therapy has 

emerged as potential treatment to overcome RVHF that often develops following palliative 

surgery214,252. Currently being investigated in the clinic, autologous CPC therapy has 

shown to be safe and feasible and provide modest functional benefits in HLHS patients 

(CHILD Trial, NCT03406884). However, cardiac cell therapy is plagued by low cell 

retention and lack of engraftment and differentiation following injection15,16. Further, 

autologous cell therapy suffers from variability in the quality and efficacy of donor cells, 

leading to inconsistent outcomes13,14,219. Because of these issues, there is a need to deliver 

therapeutic cells in vivo more effectively and to improve autologous cells with diminished 

reparative capacity so that they can still confer functional benefit following implantation. 

Here, we fill these needs by using computational methods to identify mechanisms of 
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improved function in CPCs with low reparative capacity. We then exploit those 

mechanisms to improve CPC quality in a patient-specific manner by tailoring the design of 

an electrospun PCL-based cardiac patch.  

 A host of factors including donor age and disease can influence the reparative 

capacity of CPCs. Several studies from our laboratory have shown that there is an age-

dependence on CPC reparative capacity, both in in vivo outcomes following direct injection 

and in response to biomaterials10,147,263. Computational sequencing studies have shown that 

changes in mRNA and microRNA (miRNA) in both the cells and in secreted extracellular 

vesicles (EVs) are largely responsible for improved function in younger CPCs compared 

to older CPCs14,218. We have also previously shown that these changes in mRNA and 

miRNA expression can be modified using different methods ex vivo, such as CPC spherical 

aggregation, electrical stimulation, and culture in hypoxia, to improve CPC 

function13,219,224. The disease of the patient from whom the CPCs are isolated can also play 

a role in their reparative capacity. For example, previous studies have shown that high 

glucose levels caused by maternal diabetes can induce apoptosis in pediatric CPCs and that 

patients with HLHS, Tetralogy of Fallot, or dilated cardiomyopathy having varying degrees 

of regenerative capacity220,264. These patient-to-patient differences further highlight the 

need to design patient-specific therapies for CHD.  

 Integrins are cell surface receptors that play major roles in cell adhesion to the 

surrounding ECM. They are composed of an α-class and a β-class subunit and in different 

combinations of these subunits bind ECM proteins such as collagen, fibronectin, and 

laminin259. Previous studies have shown that the α5β1 integrin as well as the αVβ5
 integrins 

are important for improved reparative function in different populations of CPCs224,243. 
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Based on the computational approaches previously discussed, we used a PLSR model to 

make predictions on functional outcomes of treatment with CPCs from over 30 different 

donors (Figure 17A). We identified that expression of the integrin subunit αV (ITGAV) 

was predicted to be important for improved outcomes in a subset of CPCs, those that are 

inherently low in reparative capacity (Figure 17B). Therefore, we used CPCs from 4 

different donors (896, 903, 924, 956) in PCL and PCL + FN patches to examine patient-

specific differences in patch performance (Figure 18A and B). Because paracrine secretion 

is likely the major mechanism by which CPC therapy improves function in vivo, we 

measured the ability of our different CPC-patch combinations to secrete anti-fibrotic 

(Figure 19) and pro-angiogenic (Figure 20) paracrine factors12. As suggested by the 

computational data, only the CPC that was low in reparative capacity and high in ITGAV 

expression (956) had increased anti-fibrotic (Figure 19A) and pro-angiogenic (Figure 20A) 

paracrine secretion on PCL + FN patches. We also knocked down the expression of ITGAV 

in cells from patient 956 and found that the improved paracrine secretion on PCL + FN 

patches was lost (Figure 21). However, knock-in of ITGAV in the CPClow, low-ITGAV-

expressing patient 896 did not lead to improved paracrine secretion on PCL + FN patches. 

These results demonstrate that for CPCs that are low in reparative capacity, high levels of 

ITGAV are necessary but not sufficient to have the CPCs’ reparative function improved 

by addition of FN to the PCL patch.  

 Cardiac patches have been studied extensively in recent literature as a means to 

more effectively deliver therapeutic cells and improve ventricular function70,253. 

Specifically, electrospun patches have been explored due to their ease of production, low-

cost, and ability to be easily modified with other components179,181. Like our approach here, 
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previous studies have functionalized the surface of electrospun patches with ECM proteins 

such as fibronectin and laminin190,265. However, cardiac patches are often designed non-

specifically for a line of cells, rather than in a patient-specific manner, and often used as a 

therapy for ischemic injuries in the left ventricle, rather than as a treatment for RVHF181. 

To address these needs, we tested the efficacy of our patient-specific PCL + FN + patient 

956 patches in a PAB rat model of RVHF. Our patches remained cellularized and attached 

to the RV 4 weeks following implantation (Figure 25B and C). Non-specific patches that 

we implanted into PAB rats did not improve RV function, even when they contained the 

highly reparative neonatal CPCs (Figure 27 and 28). In contrast, the patient-specific PCL 

+ FN + patient 956 patches were able to both increase TAPSE and decrease RA area at 

both 2- and 4-weeks post-implantation while the same cells within the same patch lacking 

fibronectin did not (Figure 31). RVHF in CHD patients is marked by myocyte hypertrophy 

and a reduction in capillary density in the RV266,267. Therefore, we examined the ability of 

our implanted patches to decrease myocyte hypertrophy and increase vessel formation in 

the RV. Animals receiving PCL + patient 956 patches had significantly less vessels and 

significantly more myocyte hypertrophy than the Sham group, while animals receiving 

PCL + FN + patient 956 patches did not. In total, the patient-specific PCL + FN + patient 

956 patches improved the RV at both the overall functional level and at the cellular level, 

while the non-specific PCL + patient 956 patches provided no benefit following 

implantation. These data reveal the importance of tailoring the biomaterial design of 

cardiac patches in a patient-specific manner to improve autologous cell therapy. 

4.6 Conclusions 
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 We have shown that computational methods can be used to identify important 

mechanisms of improving CPC reparative capacity and that we can use biomaterials that 

specifically target these mechanisms to improve cardiac patch performance. We identified 

that ITGAV is a mediator of improved reparative paracrine signaling in CPCs that are 

inherently low in reparative capacity. We then used a PCL + FN patch to induce binding 

of αV
 to the patch surface, leading to improvements in anti-fibrotic and pro-angiogenic 

signaling. Importantly, these improvements occurred in a CPC-patient-specific manner, 

with improvements only present in a CPC patient line that was low in reparative capacity 

and high in ITGAV signaling (956). We found that in vivo, only PCL + FN + 956 patches 

could improve RV function. This study provides a framework that can be used for other 

subsets of therapeutic cells used in cardiac cell therapy. Employing these methods can be 

used to improve the design of patient-specific cardiac tissue-engineered products. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

 Congenital heart disease (CHD) is the most common congenital disease, is the 

leading cause of birth defect-related death, and inflicts immense emotional strain on the 

families of patients21,22. Corrective surgery has improved patient outcomes in recent years, 

but right ventricular heart failure (RVHF) can still occur in patients with more complex 

forms of CHD57. To address this issue, cell therapy has emerged as a viable therapy that 

may be able to improve RV function and stave off RVHF. In this dissertation, we 

engineered a therapeutic cardiac patch composed of electrospun polycaprolactone (PCL) 

nanofibers and cardiac-derived c-Kit+ cells (CPCs) isolated from pediatric CHD patients. 

We were able to optimize the formulation of our patch in a CPC donor-specific manner, by 

including extracellular matrix (ECM) protein fibronectin (FN) and used these patient-

specific patches to improve RV function in a pulmonary artery band (PAB) rat model of 

RVHF. The results presented here lay the foundation for future studies that use 

computational methods to identify important mechanisms of cell-to-ECM binding. The 

insights gleaned from these computational analyses can be used to enhance the therapeutic 

capacity of cell populations used for cardiac cell therapy and to improve the design of 

patient-specific cardiac patches for RVHF. 

5.1.1 Aim 1: To determine the CPC age-dependent effects and underlying mechanisms of 

PCL patch parameters on CPC behavior and reparative capacity 
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 In chapter 3, we investigated the CPC response to culture on eight different 

electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds:  random PCL nanofibers, random PCL/gelatin 

nanofibers (PCL + Gel), random PCL nanofibers with fibronectin (PCL + FN), random 

PCL/gelatin nanofibers with fibronectin (PCL + Gel + FN), aligned PCL nanofibers, 

aligned PCL + Gel nanofibers, aligned PCL + FN nanofibers, and aligned PCL + Gel + FN 

nanofibers. We first investigated the mechanics of each scaffold and found that aligned-

fiber scaffolds had higher tensile strengths and Young’s moduli than random-fiber 

scaffolds, and that including fibronectin and/or gelatin improved the hydrophilicity of the 

scaffolds. Further, we found that for all scaffolds, the diameter of each fiber was in the 

nanometer range, mimicking what has been observed for collagen fibers in the 

myocardium268. We then measured changes in CPC morphology, metabolism, and 

reparative paracrine secretion on each scaffold. Importantly, when neonatal or child CPCs 

were seeded onto our different PCL scaffolds, we found that CPC changes on each scaffold 

were age-dependent in many instances. In patches seeded with neonatal CPCs, there were 

no improvements in angiogenic paracrine signaling when gelatin or fibronectin was 

included. However, child CPCs showed improved angiogenic paracrine secretion on 

aligned PCL + FN scaffolds. Further, child CPCs had increased cell metabolism on PCL + 

FN and PCL + Gel + FN scaffolds. Our PCL/CPC patches also exhibited anti-fibrotic 

paracrine secretion that was able to decrease fibrotic gene expression in rat cardiac 

fibroblasts (RCFs). 

 In the beginning of chapter 4, the age-dependent difference we observed in CPC 

phenotype on each electrospun scaffold led to us to use computational methods to elucidate 

how FN-coated scaffolds were improving the function of child (low reparative capacity) 
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CPCs but not neonatal (high reparative capacity) CPCs. Using these methods, we identified 

the αV integrin subunit (ITGAV) as one of the necessary mediators of improved low 

reparative CPC (CPClow) paracrine secretion on PCL + FN patches. Further, we identified 

a CPC patient, 956, who was low in reparative capacity and high in ITGAV signaling and 

showed that this specific CPC had improved angiogenic and anti-fibrotic paracrine 

secretion on PCL + FN patches. Knockdown of ITGAV in CPCs from patient 956 

eliminated this improved paracrine secretion on PCL + FN patches. These results 

demonstrated that we could use computational methods to identify a CPC from a specific 

patient and design an improved cardiac patch by tailoring a biomaterial to improve that 

specific CPC’s reparative capacity. 

5.1.2 To determine if a PCL/CPC patch implanted onto a failing RV improves cardiac 

function 

 In the second half of chapter 4, we investigated if implantation of our PCL/CPC 

patches improved RV function in a PAB rat model. We first tested whether random- and 

aligned-fiber PCL alone patches seeded with pooled lines of neonatal or child CPCs could 

be implanted onto the epicardium of the RV and improve RV function. At 4 weeks post-

implantation, our patches remained cellularized and attached to the epicardium of the RV. 

However, the non-specific PCL patches with pooled lines of cells were not able to improve 

any of the echocardiographic parameters of RV function that we measured. Therefore, we 

used the knowledge we gained from Aim 1’s results to design a patient-specific patch. We 

used PCL + FN patches loaded with CPCs from patient 956 (PCL + FN + 956) and 

implanted them into our PAB rats. These patches increased tricuspid annular plane systolic 

excursion (TAPSE) and right atrial (RA) area at 2- and 4-weeks post-implantation. 
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Implantation of these patient-specific patches also led to increased vessel formation and 

decreased myocyte hypertrophy in the RV free wall. Implantation of PCL alone patches 

seeded with CPCs from patient 956 did not yield the functional or histological 

improvements of the PCL + FN + 956 patches. Taken together, these data illustrate that 

cardiac patches can be tailored in a CPC-patient-specific manner, and these patient-specific 

patches are able to improve RV function in vivo in a rat model of RVHF. This 

computational analysis to in vivo implantation workflow (Figure 36) may be applicable to 

other cardiac patch studies and may improve the function of other tissue-engineered 

devices. 

 

Figure 36. A proposed workflow for designing patient-specific cardiac patches. 

Computational modeling is used to identify an integrin that correlates highly with improved 

functional outcomes following cell therapy. A biomaterial is then designed to engage that 

integrin, leading to further improved functional outcomes following implantation. 
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5.2 Future Directions 

5.2.1 Improving PCL scaffold design 

 Although our PCL + FN + 956 patches were successful in improving RV function 

in PAB rats, future directions may focus on further improving and optimizing the patch 

design. Our patches have Young’s moduli in the 15-75 MPA range, while the heart’s 

Young’s modulus ranges from 20-500 kPA150. Therefore, there may be a large mechanical 

mismatch between our patches the native heart tissue on which they are implanted. This 

could be restrictive and hinder the pumping function of the RV. To measure whether this 

constriction is occurring, echocardiographic techniques like those used to measure 

constrictive pericarditis may be employed269. To reconcile the mechanical mismatch, other 

materials could be added to the electrospun polymer to decrease the Young’s modulus of 

the patches and make the patches more compliant, such as by inclusion of an elastomer like 

poly(glycerol sebacate)182,270.  

 Another way to improve our patch’s design is by altering the FN concentration that 

is used to functionalize the patch surface. Previous studies have used FN concentrations of 

10 µg/mL or 50 µg/mL to functionalized electrospun scaffolds188,189, while in our study, 

the concentration of FN was only 1 µg/mL. Future experiments could be conducted to 

better understand if there are FN concentration-dependent changes in CPC function on PCL 

+ FN scaffolds, with a higher concentration further increasing CPC reparative capacity. 

Functionalizing our patches with other ECM proteins such as laminin, collagen, or 

vitronectin may also improve CPC function by engaging other integrins that mediate 

improved reparative capacity. Functionalizing electrospun patches with decellularized 
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ECM may also help to more closely mimic the mechanical properties of the myocardium 

while also allowing binding of all the integrins that are important in CPCs271. Although not 

explored in depth in this dissertation, changes in cell morphology caused by our 

electrospun scaffolds may impart mechanical stimuli that alter CPC reparative function. 

Cell shape and elongation has been successfully controlled in a precise manner in several 

other previous studies272,273, and these techniques may also be applied to the CPCs used 

here to more methodically examine the role of cell morphology in CPC reparative capacity.  

5.2.2 Further understanding the mechanisms of integrin-mediated improvement of CPC 

reparative capacity 

 Also of interest for future research is uncovering how the binding of integrin 

subunit αV to FN on the patch surface leads to improved CPC function. Integrins are a large 

family of proteins that complex with each other in several different combinations to bind 

different ECM proteins (Figure 37)259. Therefore, it is important to identify with which β 

subunit αV complexes when binding to PCL + FN patches.  
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Figure 37. The family of α and β integrin subunits and in which combinations they bind 

different ECM proteins (RGD, laminin, collagen) and leukocytes. Reproduced from 

Hynes259 with permission. 

 We observed that while high expression of the αV subunit is necessary for improved 

reparative capacity in low reparative capacity CPCs, upregulation of αV alone was not 

enough to rescue CPC function. Therefore, there may be interplay between αV and other 

integrins that leads to the improvement in CPC function. Previous studies suggest αV both 

binds FN as well as recruits other integrins, such as α5β1, to the adhesion complex, which 

may be occurring on our patches274. Additionally, the only patient whose CPCs had 

improved reparative paracrine secretion on PCL + FN patches, patient 956, also has 

relatively high expression of the α5β1 integrin (Figure 38D), further lending credence to the 

hypothesis that there is some interplay between the αV subunit and α5β1. We have observed 

that the α5 subunit is upregulated in both the more reparative neonatal CPCs (Figure 38C) 

and in CPCs cultured on PCL + FN patches (Figure 38F). However, the αV and β1 subunit 
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is not upregulated in neonates (Figure 38A and B) or on PCL + FN scaffolds (Figure 38E). 

This suggests that the α5 subunit may be the most important component of the α5β1 for 

improving CPC reparative capacity. The downstream signaling that occurs after binding to 

FN can also be investigated, employing methods like those in previous studies243.  

 

Figure 38. The role of the α5 (ITGA5) and β1 (ITGB1) integrins in CPC reparative capacity. 

Expression of (A) ITGAV, (B) ITB1, and (C) ITGA5 in child, infant, and neonatal CPCs 

as measured by RNA-seq. (D) Expression of the α5β1 integrin protein in each of four CPC 

patients (924, 896, 956, 903) measured by ELISA. (n = 3-5). Expression of (E) ITGB1 and 

(F) ITGA5 in neonatal cells cultured on PCL or PCL + FN patches as measured by RT-

PCR. (n = 3) 
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  In this study, we used computational modeling to identify important integrins in 

the low-reparative-capacity subset of CPCs. Other future studies may use a similar 

approach with other subsets of CPCs based on age, disease, or sex to identify other patient-

specific mechanisms that can better inform cardiac patch design. For example, we ran the 

same correlations with the male and female patient subsets of CPCs in Table 3. While 

integrin expression does not seem to be highly correlated with improved functional 

outcomes in CPCs from male patients, ITGA1 and ITGB3 are clearly very important for 

reparative capacity in CPCs isolated from female patients. Therefore, biomaterials could 

be designed with collagen and fibronectin to engage these integrins and further improve 

the reparative capacity of CPCs from female patients259. Further, although here we focus 

on a single integrin, it may also be of benefit to take into consideration the entire profile of 

integrin expression in each patient and modify the cardiac patch’s biomaterial with ECM 

proteins accordingly. This integrin profile is easily measurable at the transcript level using 

techniques such as RNA-seq (Figure 39A and B) and at the protein using techniques like 

integrin adhesion assays (Figure 39C and D).  
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Table 3. Significance values for linear regressions of outcomes and expressions of 

integrins as measured by RNA-seq for CPCs from male patients (top) and CPCs from 

female patients (bottom). The expression of 11 integrin subunits (ITGA1, ITGA2, ITGA3, 

ITGA4, ITGA5, ITGAV, ITGB1, ITGB2, ITGB3, ITGB4, and ITGB5) were correlated 

with the 7 outcomes listed in the tables. 
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Figure 39. Total integrin expression profile of the four CPC patients (924, 896, 956, 903) 

used in this study. The α subunit RNA and protein expression measured by (A) RNA-seq 

and (B) integrin adhesion assay, respectively, and the β subunit RNA and protein 

expression measured by (A) RNA-seq and (B) integrin adhesion assay, respectively, are 

shown. (n = 3-5 for the ELISA data) 

 Finally, it may be necessary to incorporate other outcomes into our computational 

analysis to identify the most reparative CPC patients and the most important 

integrins/signaling pathways most accurately for improving CPC reparative capacities. 

Although not investigated here, previous studies have suggested that immune response 

majorly contributes to the improvements seen from cell therapy147,275. Therefore, it may be 

pertinent to include immune response-based outcomes (e.g., macrophage infiltration) in 

our models. It has also been suggested that this immune response is wholly responsible for 

functional improvements gained from cardiac cell therapy. It is therefore important to 
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further research the precise mechanism by which cardiac cell therapy is conferring benefit 

in vivo. More sophisticated methods, such as measuring circulating exosomes in blood 

plasma following cell injection276, may able to more precisely identify the paracrine 

mechanisms of injected cells. In total, statistical modeling is a powerful tool to identify the 

mechanisms that underly functional benefit from cardiac cell therapy. More research in this 

area will not only improve cell therapy but also will improve cardiac biomaterials and 

patches. The insight gained from these studies will allow for the design of materials that 

engage the underlying mechanisms of improved reparative capacity in therapeutic cells and 

therefore, better ensure the success of reparative myocardial therapies.  
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF RT-PCR PRIMERS 

Table A1. List of human and rat primer sequences used for RT-PCR. 

Gene 

Symbol 
Description  Forward 5’-3’ Reverse 5’-3’ 

Human Genes 

ITGAV 
αV Integrin 

Subunit 

GCAGTGTGAGGAATTGAT

AGCG 
 AAGTAGAATGTGAGCCTGTCG 

MEF2C 

Myocyte-

Specific 

Enhancer 

Factor 2C 

TAACTTCTTTTCACTGTTG

TGCTCCTT 
GCCGCTTTTGGCAAATGTT 

GATA4 

GATA 

Binding 

Protein 4 

GGAGATGCGTCCCATCAA

GAC  
GGAGACGCATAGCCTTGTGG 

Nkx2.5 

NK2 

Homeobox 5, 

Cardiac-

Specific 

Homeobox 

ACCCTGAGTCCCCTGGATT

T  
TCACTCATTGCACGCTGCAT 

CD-31 

Platelet 

Endothelial 

Cell 

Adhesion 

Molecule 1 

TCTATGACCTCGCCCTCCA

CAAA  

GAACGGTGTCTTCAGGTTGTTAT

TTCA 

FLT1 

Vascular 

Endothelial 

Growth 

Factor 

Receptor 1 

GACTAGATAGCGTCACCA

GCAG  
GAAACCGTCAGAATCCTCCTC 

FLK1 

Vascular 

Endothelial 

Growth 

Factor 

Receptor 2 

ATAGAAGGTGCCCAGGAA

AAG  
GTCTTCAGTTCCCCTCCATTG 

vWF 

Von 

Willebrand 

Factor 

TGTCTGGCTGAGGGAGGT

AA  
GTACATGGCTTTGCTGGCAC 
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veCAD 
Vascular 

Endothelial 

Cadherin 
TTTCCAGCAGCCTTTCTACCA  GGAAGAACTGGCCCTTGTCA 

GAPDH 

Glyceraldehyde 

3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase 

GTGGACCTGACCTGCCGTCT GGAGGAGTGGGTGTCGCTGT 

Rat Genes 

CTGF 
Connective 

Tissue Growth 

Factor 

TGAAGCTGACCTAGAGGAAA

AC 
GCACACCCCACAGAACTTAG 

VIM Vimentin 
CATTGAGATCGCCACCTACA

G 

AGGAGTGTTCTTTTGGAGTG

G 

COL1A1 
Collagen Type I 

Alpha 1 Chain 

CATTGAGATCGCCACCTACA

G 

AGGAGTGTTCTTTTGGAGTG

G 

GAPDH 

Glyceraldehyde 

3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase 

TCCAGTATGACTCTACCCAC

G 
CACGACATACTCAGCACCAG 
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APPENDIX B. PERMISSIONS FOR PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED 

MATERIAL 

Permission for the use of Figure 37 from Hynes259 
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